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Abstract 
Feedback is an effective method for increasing employee performance in a wide range of 
settings, although questions remain regarding the most effective characteristics of feedback.  
Despite the fact that there is little research on the sequence of feedback messages, 
recommendations advocating a particular sequence are often made in practice.  The purpose of 
the present study was to investigate the efficacy of and preference for feedback sequence 
(positive-corrective-positive, positive-positive-corrective, corrective-positive-positive, and no 
feedback), and the influence of feedback timing on efficacy and preference.  Undergraduate 
participants performed four simulated office tasks each associated with a feedback sequence, 
presented in a counterbalanced fashion.  Half of the participants received feedback delivered 
immediately after each session (post-session feedback) and the other half of the participants 
received feedback immediately prior to each session (pre-session feedback).  The present 
findings suggest that (1) the sequence of feedback statements differentially influences 
performance, (2) the timing of feedback does not appear to influence performance unless 
incorporating a no feedback condition, and (3) participants may have differential preferences for 
feedback sequences.  The results are discussed in terms of potential behavioral processes 
responsible for the observed effects.    
 Keywords: feedback sequence, feedback sandwich, feedback preference 
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An Evaluation of the Interactive Effects of Feedback Sequence and Timing on Efficacy and 
Preference 
 Performance feedback (hereafter, feedback) generally refers to the provision of 
information about previous performance that allows individuals to change their behavior 
(Daniels & Daniels, 2006).  Feedback is used with a wide variety of people and settings 
including students, athletes, employees, and others.  As an employee behavior-change procedure, 
feedback has a number of advantages.  First, feedback interventions are cost effective (Prue & 
Fairbank, 1981).  Among the numerous intervention alternatives, feedback is often the least 
expensive method to improve employee performance (Daniels & Daniels, 2006).  Although it 
requires time, compared to other resource-intensive interventions (e.g., hiring external 
consultants, sending employees to professional development seminars, developing training) 
feedback is relatively inexpensive.  Second, feedback interventions can be relatively simple to 
design as well as implement, and are applicable to any industry, organization, or department.  
Third, feedback interventions are flexible and can be adapted as an organization changes to 
survive economically and best serve its customers.  Finally, some argue that feedback introduces 
a positive reinforcement contingency into an environment (i.e., the workplace) that is historically 
subject to negative reinforcement contingencies associated with deadlines and progressive 
discipline practices (Prue & Fairbank, 1981).  This latter advantage is subject to much debate 
given that the behavioral function of feedback is unknown and it likely serves multiple functions 
(Duncan & Bruwelheide, 1986; Peterson, 1982).  Quite possibly, delivery of corrective feedback 
could function to create a negative reinforcement contingency wherein employees improve 
performance to avoid future corrective feedback.  Despite disagreement about the function of 
feedback, these advantages make feedback well suited for use by organizations whose objectives 
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are to simultaneously manage costs and increase productivity.  For this reason, many view 
feedback as an essential part of performance management and an invaluable tool for changing 
and maintaining behavior in the organizational setting (Daniels & Daniels, 2006).  
These advantages have contributed to the development of performance feedback as a 
popular behavior change procedure (Daniels & Daniels, 2006).  Feedback is among the most 
common independent variables in both Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis as well as Journal 
of Organizational Behavior Management (JOBM) (Balcazar, Shupert, Daniels, Mawhinney, & 
Hopkins, 1989; Nolan, Jarema, & Austin, 1999; Peterson, 1982; Prue & Fairbank, 1981).  In a 
review of all studies published in JOBM between 1977 and 1986, Balcazar et al. (1989) found 
that 65% of studies included applications of feedback.  In the 10 years following the Balcazar et 
al. review, Nolan et al. (1999) reported that this number increased to 71%.  More recently, 
JOBM devoted an entire issue to the topic in part because feedback continues to receive much 
attention and has many practical advantages (Houmanfar, 2013).  These examples illustrate the 
considerable role feedback has in the field of behavior analysis and its sub-discipline of 
organizational behavior management.  The popularity of feedback interventions is due to the 
advantages afforded by its pragmatic utility and demonstrated effectiveness.  
Research has documented the effectiveness of feedback on increasing employee 
performance.  In a review of the literature published between 1985 and 1998, Alvero, Bucklin, 
and Austin (2001) found that 58% of studies reported consistent effects with the application of 
feedback, 41% resulted in mixed effects (i.e., performance improvements for some individuals 
but not others), and only 1% of the studies resulted in no change in performance.  These findings 
led the researchers to conclude that feedback is an effective method for improving performance 
with a wide range of organizational settings, behaviors, and employees.  For example, feedback 
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has been found to effectively improve customer service of bank tellers (Brown & Sulzer-Azaroff, 
1994), performance and safety of a roofing crew (Austin, Kessler, Riccobono, & Bailey, 1996), 
implementation of a statistical process program (Henry & Redmon, 1990), cleaning in a student-
managed bar (Anderson, Crowell, Hantula, & Siroky, 1988), and employee performance at a 
nursing home (Hawkins, Burgio, Lanford, & Engel, 1992).  
In addition, feedback is effective both alone and in combination with other procedures.  
For example, Brown and Sulzer-Azaroff (1994) provided graphic weekly feedback about group 
performance and individual performance data to three bank tellers.  The graphs depicted the 
tellers’ rates of smiling, greeting, and looking at their customers.  In this study, feedback was not 
combined with any other staff-level interventions.  Brown and Sulzer-Azaroff reported an 
average increase from baseline rates of 196%, 83%, and 30% for smiling, greeting, and looking 
at customers, respectively.  These data demonstrate that feedback can produce performance 
improvements even when used alone.  Feedback is also an effective method for improving 
performance when used in combination with other behavior change procedures.  For example, in 
addition to receiving graphic daily and weekly performance feedback, members of a roofing 
crew earned monetary and edible (e.g., lunch) reinforcement contingent on goal achievement 
involving reduced labor costs (Austin et al., 1996).  The feedback and reinforcement procedure 
resulted in $9,368 in total savings for a 26-day work period.  Subsequently, Austin et al. 
provided graphic daily feedback and contingent paid time off for adherence to safety protocols 
for the same roofing crew.  They found that the percent of safety behaviors correctly performed 
by the roofing crew increased from a baseline average of 51% to 90% and 95% during 
intervention for the ground and roof crew, respectively.  Ultimately, the intervention not only 
increased the performance and safety of the workers but also resulted in monetary savings for the 
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roofing company and gains for the employees.  These examples demonstrate that feedback is 
indeed an effective method for improving performance.  
While feedback typically improves performance, it is not always uniformly effective.  As 
previously mentioned, there are instances in which feedback produces performance 
improvements for some individuals but not others (e.g., Arco, 1997; Houmanfar & Hayes, 1997; 
Parsons & Reid, 1995).  The literature also contains examples in which feedback does not result 
in any observable change in performance (e.g., Buller & Bell, 1986).  Researchers claim that the 
inconsistent effects of feedback is a limitation or weakness of this behavior change procedure 
(Alvero et al., 2001; Balcazar, Hopkins, & Suarez, 1985; Brown, Willis, & Reid, 1981; Duncan 
& Bruwelheide, 1986; Ford, 1980; Prue & Fairbank, 1981).  There may be reasonable 
explanations for the inconsistent effects of feedback interventions including a general lack of 
consensus regarding the definition of feedback, debate regarding the behavioral function of 
feedback, and the many different procedures for delivering feedback.  A further discussion of 
each of these topics follows. 
Definitions of feedback.  In organizational and research settings, many definitions of 
performance feedback exist.  The definition previously provided – information about 
performance that allows an individual to adjust his or her performance (Daniels & Daniels, 2006) 
– is just one example.  Other definitions of performance feedback include: knowledge of results 
(Arps, 1917), information regarding the quantity or quality of past performance (Prue & 
Fairbank, 1981), information transmitted back to the responder following a particular 
performance (Sulzer-Azaroff & Mayer, 1991), and information that tells performers what and 
how well they are doing (Rummler & Branche, 1990).  Although an appropriate definition of 
feedback has been the topic of much debate for many years, there is still no consensus. 
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Without agreement on the exact definition of feedback, the term can often refer to 
different procedures (Brown et al., 1981; Peterson, 1982).  For example, the term feedback is 
sometimes synonymous with information about performance, reinforcement or praise, or a 
combination of information and praise.  This distinction is important because researchers have 
suggested that objective information about performance alone may not be sufficient to improve 
performance (Balcazar et al., 1985; Daniels & Daniels, 2006; Duncan & Bruwelheide, 1985).  
Researchers suggest that the addition of supportive statements (Nemeroff & Wexley, 1979), 
social praise (Runnion, Johnson, & McWhorter, 1978), or consequences (Daniels & Daniels, 
2006) would enhance the effectiveness of feedback.  Thus, the information described by the 
feedback may be an important component of its definition.  
Several studies support the idea that the addition of praise to objective information may 
enhance the effectiveness of performance feedback.  For example, Brown et al. (1981) compared 
feedback alone (i.e., information with no approving or disapproving statements) and feedback 
plus supervisor approval.  Brown et al. measured the amount of time direct care staff at a 
residential facility engaged in on-task (social interaction or directly caring for residents) and off-
task behavior.  The data indicated that feedback as information alone increased on-task behaviors 
and decreased off-task behaviors but the gains were temporary and performance quickly returned 
to near baseline levels.  Results also showed that feedback plus supervisor approval resulted in 
greater and lasting increases in time spent on-task and decreases in off-task behavior.  While 
these findings support the notion that praise enhances feedback, Brown and colleagues did not 
assess supervisor approval alone.  Thus, it remains unclear whether supervisor approval, when 
provided alone, would result in the observed level of performance or if the effects were 
contingent on the combination of both feedback as information and supervisor praise.  In order to 
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address the limitation of Brown et al., Johnson (2013) conducted a component analysis to 
compare the effects of evaluative feedback, objective feedback, both evaluative and objective 
feedback, and no feedback on the number of checks undergraduate participants correctly 
completed in a simulated check processing task.  Objective feedback referred to information 
about the number of checks participants correctly completed (e.g., “During your previous 
session, you correctly completed 72 checks.”).  Evaluative feedback statements included 
information about how well participants were performing the task (e.g., “That’s a really 
impressive number of checks!”).  From baseline, mean performance decreased for the no 
feedback condition, increased 17% for both the evaluative feedback alone and the objective 
feedback alone conditions, and increased 30% in the combined evaluative and objective 
feedback condition.  Thus, it appears that the information/content contained in the feedback may 
differentially effect performance and is one consideration when constructing a definition.  
 Behavioral function of feedback.  There is much debate regarding the behavioral 
function of feedback (Balcazar et al., 1985; Duncan & Bruwelheide, 1986; Prue & Fairbank, 
1981).  The most common hypotheses are that feedback functions as a reinforcer or an 
antecedent.  In order for feedback to meet the definition of a reinforcer, and therefore function as 
such, feedback would need to be given to employees immediately following performance and 
increase the probability of the behavior in the future (Agnew & Redmon, 1993).  This 
explanation seems plausible because employees often receive feedback following performance, 
which often results in an increase in performance (Duncan & Bruwelheide, 1986).  However, 
reinforcement does not adequately account for the effects of feedback.  According to Michael 
(1985), “events that are delayed more than a few seconds after the response do not directly 
increase the frequency of that response” (p. 106).  Thus, in research and in practice the delay 
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between employee behavior and the delivery of feedback is often too great for feedback to 
function as a reinforcer.  Other interpretations hypothesize that feedback serves an antecedent 
function.  Even though employees often receive feedback following performance, it also 
precedes performance (i.e., an employee who receives feedback at the end of the workday on 
Thursday may adjust his or her performance on Friday).  According to this hypothesis, feedback 
may evoke behaviors that are likely to be reinforced (i.e., discriminative function) (Duncan & 
Bruwelheide, 1986).  If feedback were to function as a discriminative stimulus, it would need to 
reliably signal the availability of reinforcement (i.e., behavior would produce reinforcement).  
Unfortunately, this is not usually the case in organizations.  Furthermore, similar to that of 
reinforcement, this explanation does not adequately account for the long delay between the 
behavior and receipt of feedback (Agnew & Redmon, 1993).   
 The inability of reinforcement or antecedent explanations to account for the effects of 
feedback has led some to hypothesize that, depending on the context and the conditioning 
history, feedback can serve multiple functions (Duncan & Bruwelheide, 1986; Peterson, 1982).  
However, the issue remains that feedback does not consistently fit the definitions of 
reinforcement or discriminative stimulus.  This has led many researchers to hypothesize that 
rules may play a role, particularly when there is a considerable delay between the behavior and 
delivery of feedback (Agnew & Redmon, 1993; Malott, 1992; Schlinger & Blakely, 1987).  
Rules are defined as “verbal stimuli that describe behavioral contingencies” (Agnew & Redmon, 
1993, p. 67); feedback may function in this manner.  Moreover, feedback may function as a 
contingency-specifying stimulus (CSS) for rule-governed behavior (Agnew & Redmon, 1993).  
A CSS describes a contingency between some combination of an antecedent, behavior, and 
consequence that alters the function of these stimuli (Schlinger & Blakely, 1987).  That is, 
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feedback alters the discriminative and reinforcing value of the stimuli associated with 
performance and strengthen the relation between the stimuli and performance.  The function-
altering effect of CSSs can account for the way in which feedback appears to function as a 
reinforcer or discriminative stimulus even when there is a considerable delay.   
Characteristics of feedback.  A third factor possibly contributing to the inconsistent 
effects of feedback interventions is the many characteristics of feedback.  Also commonly called 
dimensions, characteristics of feedback refer to the type of information within a feedback 
message, or an aspect of the method used to communicate the feedback message to a recipient.  
For example, one characteristic that alters the information of the feedback message is whether it 
describes the performance of an individual or the performance of a group.  An example of a 
characteristic that alters the delivery of a feedback message to the recipient is whether 
individuals receive feedback publicly in the presence of others or privately during a one-on-one 
meeting.  Researchers have suggested that a classification system organizing the characteristics 
would increase the effectiveness of feedback (Duncan & Bruwelheide, 1986; Ford, 1980; Prue & 
Fairbank, 1981).  While ultimately a structural approach, there are several benefits of developing 
a classification system.  A classification system can serve as a guide to help researchers develop 
precise operational definitions of the various procedures currently in use under the broad 
umbrella of feedback.  Such a system has the potential to decrease the ambiguity of procedures 
and possibly increase the replicability of the procedures and previous findings.  In addition, it is 
likely that the different characteristics of feedback are differentially effective and a classification 
system will help researchers identify the characteristics of feedback that are associated with 
consistent improvements in performance.  
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Comparable to the issues faced by the definition and function of feedback, there is no 
consensus regarding which characteristics warrant inclusion in the classification system.  A lack 
of consensus is likely due to the numerous classification systems proposed, the different 
terminology used across classification systems to refer to characteristics, and the additional 
characteristics that have been recommended for inclusion.  A discussion of the classification 
systems (presented in chronological order) and the ways in which these schemes differ follows.  
Ford.  In 1980, Ford introduced his original classification system.  While the term 
“characteristics” is used in the present manuscript, Ford’s classification system used the term 
“dimensions” to describe a continuum between two extremes on which each characteristic may 
fall.  Ford included five dimensions in his classification system.  The first dimension described 
by Ford was the continuum between individual and group feedback, which referred to the 
number of individuals whose performance is described by the feedback.  The second dimension 
is the continuum between private and public feedback, defined as the degree to which the 
performance information is available to others.  The third dimension, personal-mechanical 
feedback, refers to the degree to which mechanical devices mediated the feedback received by 
the employee.  Immediate-delayed feedback is the fourth dimension and Ford defined this as the 
contiguity between performance and the delivery of feedback.  Finally, Ford’s fifth dimension is 
the schedule of feedback, or the frequency with which employees receive feedback.  
Prue and Fairbank.  In 1981, Prue and Fairbank described their classification system.  
While the authors noted that the characteristics likely vary on a continuum, for simplicity they 
used discrete categorizations resulting in the shift in terminology from the use of the term 
“dimensions” to “characteristics.”  Unfortunately, this distinction remains unclear and 
researchers have since used these terms interchangeably.  The remaining classification systems 
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all use discrete categories and, as such, the term “dimensions” will be used only to refer to 
components of Ford’s (1980) classification system.  Prue and Fairbank included five 
characteristics in their classification system and discrete types of each characteristic, referred to 
as sub-characteristics in the present manuscript.  They included the sub-characteristics as a way 
to define and categorize discrete points on the continuum.  The five characteristics included the 
recipients, mechanism, temporal characteristics, content, and source of feedback.  The recipients 
of feedback refers to whether the feedback is delivered only to the individual (private), or 
whether feedback is shared with the individual and others (public), previously referred to as the 
continuum between private and public feedback by Ford.  Prue and Fairbank described four 
mechanisms, defined as the means by which the feedback is communicated to the recipient 
including verbal, written, mechanical, and self-recorded.  While Prue and Fairbank again used 
different terminology, the mechanism is similar to the personal-mechanical dimension presented 
by Ford.  The temporal characteristics of feedback included (1) the duration of the feedback 
interaction, previously not mentioned by Ford, and (2) the contiguity between performance and 
feedback, previously referred to as the continuum between immediate and delayed feedback.  
Additionally, Prue and Fairbank included two new characteristics: content and source.  The 
content of feedback refers to the type of information or comparison made in the feedback 
message.  The content consisted of five sub-characteristics: comparing individual performance 
with his or her previous performance, individual performance with a standard, group 
performance with its previous performance, group performance with a standard, and the 
individual’s performance as a percentage of the group performance.  Prue and Fairbank defined 
the source of the feedback as the individual delivering the feedback.  The source of feedback 
included five sub-characteristics: supervisors, subordinates, co-workers, outside consultants, and 
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targeted employees.  Two dimensions presented by Ford – individual-group and schedule of 
feedback – were not included in Prue and Fairbank’s classification system.  However, by 
excluding the individual-group dimension, the authors confounded who receives the feedback 
with how public the feedback is delivered in the recipients characteristic.  For example, feedback 
could be delivered to an individual and others in a group format, but be presented privately (e.g., 
written feedback passed out to individual employees sitting around a table).  
Balcazar, Hopkins, and Suarez.  In 1985, Balcazar, Hopkins, and Suarez presented a 
classification system in order to review and summarize ten years of performance feedback 
research.  The classification system described by Balcazar and colleagues consisted of six 
characteristics including the source, content, mechanism, privacy, participants, and frequency of 
feedback, each with its own sub-characteristics.  Similar to Prue and Fairbank (1981), the authors 
defined the source as the individual who or device that presented the information to the 
performer.  However, the source also contained new sub-characteristics including feedback 
delivered by researchers, mechanical devices, and customers.  In their system, Balcazar and 
colleagues did not alter the definition of the content of feedback, but added two new sub-
characteristics: a comparison of individual performance with a standard of group performance 
and a comparison of group performance with a standard of individual performance.  Balcazar 
and colleagues also omitted the comparison of individual performance as a percent of group 
performance as a sub-characteristic of the content.  The mechanism was defined as the means 
used to communicate the feedback information to recipients.  In addition to the sub-
characteristics presented by Prue and Fairbank, the authors included graphic feedback.  Balcazar 
et al. also included the degree to which feedback information is made available to others in their 
classification system; however, unlike Prue and Fairbank who referred to this characteristic as 
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the recipients of feedback, the authors used the term privacy.  The authors also incorporated two 
characteristics that were not part of Prue and Fairbank’s system, but are similar to two 
dimensions previously presented by Ford (1980).  First, Balcazar and colleagues included the 
participants, or the individuals whose performance is described by the feedback.  Within this, the 
authors included feedback depicting the performance of an individual or a group.  Second, the 
authors added the frequency of feedback, defined as how often individuals receive feedback.  
The frequency included feedback delivered daily, weekly, and monthly. 
Alvero, Bucklin, and Austin.  In 2001, Alvero, Bucklin, and Austin replicated the 
procedures of Balcazar et al. (1985).  Alvero and colleagues reviewed and summarized the 
performance feedback literature between 1985 and 1998.  Similar to Balcazar et al., the 
classification system consisted of six characteristics of feedback including participants, privacy, 
medium, source, frequency, and content.  The authors did not change the definition or sub-
characteristics for the participants and privacy of feedback from the Balcazar et al. review.  
While the definition remained the same, the authors changed the terminology used by Balcazar et 
al. from mechanism to medium and excluded mechanical feedback as a sub-characteristic.  The 
definitions of the source, frequency, and content of feedback remained unchanged but Alvero et 
al. included additional sub-characteristics.  For the source, the authors added receiving feedback 
from experts.  For frequency, the authors included receiving feedback on a quarterly basis (i.e., 
once every three months).  Alvero and colleagues also included a comparison between group 
performance with a different group’s performance and information regarding a different group’s 
performance as sub-characteristics of the content of feedback.  
As previously mentioned, the terminology used to refer to the same characteristic differs 
between researchers.  Balcazar et al. (1985) and Alvero et al. (2001) use the term privacy to refer 
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to Prue and Fairbank’s (1981) characteristic recipients of feedback.  Similarly, Ford’s (1980) 
individual versus group feedback was replaced by the term participants in Balcazar et al. and 
Alvero et al.  This inconsistency contributes to the lack of consensus regarding which 
characteristics warrant inclusion in the classification system.  Complicating matters further, 
researchers have suggested additional characteristics (e.g., number of feedback messages; 
Duncan & Bruwelheide, 1986) that are not yet added to existing classification systems.  It 
remains unclear if these or other features of feedback influence its effectiveness.   
Regardless of disagreement or debate regarding feedback’s definition, behavioral 
function, or characteristics, reviews of the literature that adopt a classification system have 
yielded important findings.  For example, Alvero et al. (2001) conducted a review of 
performance feedback studies published in four journals (Academy of Management Journal, 
Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis, Journal of Applied Psychology, and Journal of 
Organizational Behavior Management) between 1985 and 1998.  The goal of their review was to 
identify which characteristics of feedback are most commonly used, and subsequently, which are 
associated with the most consistent desired effects on performance. Their findings demonstrated 
that feedback produced the most consistent effects when it (1) was delivered by 
supervisors/managers and researchers (source), (2) was presented in a combination of graphic 
and written or verbal form (medium), (3) was provided daily, monthly, and a combination of 
daily and weekly (frequency), (4) depicted performance of a group (participants), (5) was public 
and private (privacy), and (6) compared group performance with a standard, group with previous 
group performance, individual performance with a standard, or individual performance with 
previous individual performance (content).  Additionally, the results of their review 
demonstrated that the characteristics used most often (1) were delivered by supervisors or 
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managers (source), (2) written feedback alone (medium), (3) were delivered weekly (frequency), 
(4) depicted performance of an individual (participants), (5) were delivered publicly (privacy), 
and (6) contained information about individual performance with a standard or individual 
performance with his or her previous performance (content).  
Two limitations warrant caution when making conclusions based on these findings.  First, 
the inclusionary criteria of Alvero et al. (2001) restricted inclusion of studies to those that used 
the term feedback in the abstract or method section.  Thus, their criteria excluded studies that 
used a feedback procedure but described it using different terminology.  It is unclear whether the 
excluded studies vary systematically from those included in the analysis, which would alter the 
conclusions of the review.  Further, some of the categories with which conclusions about the 
efficacy of characteristics were drawn contained as few as five studies, limiting the strength of 
these conclusions.  For example, with respect to the frequency, the authors reported that 
consistent effects are associated with delivering feedback both daily and weekly.  This 
conclusion is based on the results of just five studies that provided a combination of daily and 
weekly feedback.   
Nonetheless, these data demonstrate the utility of a classification system to identify the 
differential effects of each of the six identified characteristics of feedback on performance.  For 
example, the review demonstrated that the most effective characteristics are not the most 
commonly used.  Only two of the 43 sub-characteristics were both most commonly used and 
most effective (providing feedback that compares an individual’s performance to their previous 
performance and providing feedback that compares an individual’s performance to a standard).  
Thus, a majority of the sub-characteristics described by Alvero et al. (2001) are used most often 
in research even though more effective means of providing feedback are available.  Presumably, 
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the characteristics used most often in practice are similar to those commonly used in research if 
OBM interventions are informed by published research.  The disparity between the most 
effective and the most commonly used characteristics may contribute to the inconsistent effects 
of feedback interventions.  Future research involving reviews or component analyses would be 
valuable in determining which characteristics have the greatest effects on performance.  
Feedback Sequence.  A feature of feedback that has been neglected as a formal 
characteristic in all of the aforementioned classification systems is feedback sequencing, which 
refers to the order in which positive and corrective (sometimes referred to as negative) feedback 
messages are delivered.  Although different sequences are promoted in practice and the 
published literature as more effective than others, high quality experimental research is lacking.  
Previous research on feedback sequence has focused primarily on factors related to employee 
performances, but did not directly measure employee performance.  Stone, Gueutal, and 
McIntosh (1984) manipulated the feedback sequence of two performance statements (positive-
negative and negative-positive).  Participants performed a simulated work task in a laboratory 
setting.  Upon completion of the task, all participants received the same feedback statements but 
the sequence varied so that half of the participants received the positive statement first and half 
of the participants received the negative statement first.  The primary measure was the perceived 
accuracy of the feedback, defined as the extent to which the recipient believed the feedback to be 
accurate.  The perceived accuracy was assessed by participant responses to a likert-type 
questionnaire.  Stone et al. found that recipients rated the positive-negative sequence as more 
accurate than the same feedback statements delivered in a negative-positive sequence.  Although 
participants perceived the positive-negative feedback sequence as more accurate, it is unclear 
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how the perceived accuracy of feedback may affect observable performance on work-related 
tasks.   
Davies and Jacobs (1985) evaluated four feedback sequences including positive-negative-
positive (PNP), positive-positive-negative (PPN), negative-positive-negative (NPN), and 
negative-negative-positive (NNP).  In groups of eight, participants engaged in a problem-solving 
exercise.  At the conclusion of the exercise, participants received public feedback from each of 
the group members corresponding to the assigned feedback sequence.  On a scale of 1-9, 
participants rated the extent to which the feedback was credible, desirable, and whether they 
experienced a strong or weak emotional reaction to the feedback.  Higher scores on the scale 
indicated higher credibility and desirability, and a stronger emotional reaction.  The authors 
found no significant differences between the PNP and PPN ratings.  The PNP ratings were 
significantly higher than the NPN ratings for credibility and desirability and the NNP for 
desirability only.  The PPN ratings were significantly higher than NNP for credibility and 
desirability, but there were no significant differences between the PPN and NPN ratings.  In 
addition, there were no significant differences in ratings of strength of emotion across the 
different sequences.  It is important to note that the ratio of positive to negative statements 
provided varied for each condition.  That is, the PNP and PPN sequences contained two positive 
statements and only one negative statement while the NPN and NNP sequences contained two 
negative statements and only one positive statement.  It is reasonable to expect that participants 
would rate sequences in which they received 2:1 positive to negative statements higher in 
credibility and desirability than sequences with a ratio of 1:2 positive to negative statements.  
Although these studies varied the sequence of feedback, the researchers failed to measure the 
effects of the different sequences on observable performance.  
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It is important to evaluate experimentally the effects of the sequence of feedback 
statements on observable and measurable performance.  This area of research is necessary 
because the feedback sandwich – a method advocating a particular sequence of feedback 
statements – is often recommended for use in practice.  The feedback sandwich was developed 
by Wyatt Woodsmall while conducting research for the United States Army to teach officers 
how to deliver effective feedback to new recruits (James & Shepherd, 2001).  The feedback 
sandwich formula involves providing in order a positive statement about specific behaviors the 
individual performed well, a corrective statement about what behaviors the individual could 
change or improve, and a second overall positive statement.  An example includes “I really like 
the way you smiled and greeted the customer when she arrived.  Unfortunately, you were a bit 
too quiet so next time you need to speak louder.  Overall, though, you’re doing great.”  While the 
feedback sandwich may have some face validity, empirical or experimental evidence supporting 
the use of this method is lacking.  
Even though there is little evidence to support the use of the feedback sandwich, this 
method has been recommended and adopted in a wide range of settings including the practice of 
physicians, nurses, coaches, educators, and managers.  In an article describing how physicians 
should deliver feedback, Dohrenwend (2002) recommended that physicians who are 
uncomfortable delivering negative feedback might want to use the feedback sandwich method.  
Dohrenwend states, “This technique is fast, efficient and well suited to the time constraints of 
physician practice.”  Glover (2000) supports the use of the feedback sandwich method to 
increase the learning of nurses practicing in the clinical setting.  In addition to the applications 
mentioned in the medical field, the feedback sandwich is recommended for use in coaching 
athletes and educating students.  Bo Hanson – the director of Athlete Assessments, a coaching 
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consultant, and four time Olympian – believes the feedback sandwich to be an effective method 
for delivering feedback and recommends using the technique when working with athletes 
(Hanson, n.d.).  Kimball and Jazzar (2011) advocate the use of the feedback sandwich in higher 
education.  They state that this method “…encourages learners while providing honest, open and 
direct critique.”  More closely related to organizational behavior management, the feedback 
sandwich has been recommended in the management of employees.  On November 28, 2012, 
Time Business & Money published a small business tip of the day endorsing the feedback 
sandwich as it sends the message to employees that managers recognize their value (Shread, 
2012).  These examples demonstrate that the feedback sandwich has gained popularity in diverse 
areas. 
There are several reasons the feedback sandwich is widely endorsed.  Proponents of the 
feedback sandwich argue that this method makes corrective feedback more acceptable to the 
receiver and thus likely more effective (Berger, 2013).  They argue that the feedback sandwich 
provides balanced feedback, and balancing positive feedback with negative feedback reduces 
discomfort and anxiety for both the individual delivering the feedback as well as the recipient 
(Schwarz, 2013).  Berger (2013) even refers to the feedback sandwich as the “Mary Poppins” 
version of feedback; providing a positive feedback first is the spoon full of sugar that helps the 
medicine (i.e., corrective feedback) go down. 
While the proposed benefits of the feedback sandwich have led to its popularity, recent 
skepticism about the feedback sandwich has increased.  Less than six months after publishing the 
small business tip of the day in support of the feedback sandwich, Time Business & Money 
published a management tip of the day arguing the contrary (Harvard Business Review, 2013).  
Those opposed to the feedback sandwich claim that the method obscures the message (e.g., 
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Oestreicher, 2013) or that it devalues the corrective feedback because overall the employees 
receive more positive statements than negative (e.g., Heathfield, n.d.).  Others argue that the 
method devalues positive feedback because it is paired with corrective feedback, or that 
employees eventually learn the sequence and do not attend to the first positive statements 
because they are waiting for the corrective statement (Petty, 2009).  Unfortunately, there is little 
evidence to support or invalidate the helpfulness of the feedback sandwich.    
From a behavioral perspective, there may be some possible benefits and disadvantages to 
using the feedback sandwich.  Given the recent literature demonstrating that a combination of 
praise and information about performance is more effective than either presented alone (see 
Brown et al., 1981; Johnson, 2013), the feedback sandwich may be an effective method for 
improving performance given that it contains information about behavior the individual is 
performing well, how behavior can improve, and a praise statement.  However, it is also possible 
that repeated presentations of the first positive statement of the feedback sandwich cause it to 
become a conditioned aversive stimulus because it is paired with and signals the corrective 
statement (an unconditioned aversive stimulus) thereby reducing the potential beneficial effects 
of the initial positive statement on performance.   
Given the lack of methodologically rigorous studies and the frequency with which the 
feedback sandwich is recommended and possibly adopted, it is important to experimentally 
evaluate this method of delivering feedback.  Arguments presented by proponents and opponents 
of the feedback sandwich are based on opinion rather than data.  Research on the feedback 
sandwich will allow recommendations to be guided by experimental evidence.  The purpose of 
the current study is to evaluate the efficacy of and preference for the sequence of feedback on 
work-related task performance.  Subsequently, it will also investigate the effects of feedback 
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timing on efficacy and preference.  In the present study, participants performed four simulated 
office tasks in a controlled laboratory environment.  Participants either received feedback on past 
performance immediately prior to performing the task or immediately following completion of 
the task.  The feedback delivered by the experimenter consisted of a particular sequence of 
feedback that corresponded to the task.  In a subsequent condition, participants selected the task 
they preferred to perform and then completed the selected task.  
Method 
Participants and Setting 
Participants in the present study were eight undergraduate students (7 females, 1 male) 
enrolled in an introductory-level applied behavioral science course at a large mid-western 
university.  After obtaining approval from the University’s Human Subjects Committee, the 
experimenter recruited participants through in-class and blackboard announcements.  Appendix 
A provides the script used during announcements.  Participants’ ages ranged from 18 to 43 (M = 
23).  None of the participants disclosed having a documented disability.  In exchange for their 
participation, participants received 0.5% of extra credit towards their final course grade for each 
visit to the laboratory.  Experimental sessions took place in a small research room measuring 
2.21 m by 2.03 m by 2.44 m.  The research room contained a table, chair, experimental materials, 
and one bin located on the center-right of the table for completed products.  A one-way mirror 
separated the research room from an observation room of the same dimensions.  
Materials 
Tasks.  Participants in the present study completed four simulated office tasks: folding 
brochures, stuffing envelopes, collating packets, and filing timesheets.  A local organization 
provided a double-sided brochure measuring 21.6 cm by 35.6 cm for the folding task.  The 
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experimenter instructed participants to fold the brochure in half and place each one in the 
completion bin located on the table.  The materials for stuffing envelopes included one pink and 
one purple flyer announcing a community event each measuring 21.6 cm by 10.2 cm and a box 
of 500 envelopes measuring 24.1 cm by 11.4 cm.  The experimenter instructed participants to 
place one pink flyer and one purple flyer into the envelope and then place the stuffed envelope in 
the completion bin located on the table.  The third simulated office task entailed collating 
packets.  The materials for this task included seven double-sided pages (21.6 cm by 27.9 cm) of a 
volunteer training manual for a local animal shelter.  The experimenter positioned stacks of each 
page of the packet in two horizontal rows centered in front of the participant (four stacks on the 
top row, three stacks on the bottom row) as well as a stapler in the open space on the bottom row 
on the right.  Thus, the packet pages and stapler created a two by four grid.  The experimenter 
instructed the participants to gather one page from each stack, staple the packet in the corner, and 
then place the packet in the completion bin.  For the remaining task, the experimenter created 
four different time sheets for 30 arbitrary “employees”, which yielded 120 time sheets.  The time 
sheets were pseudo-randomized and placed on the table along with a mobile bin containing 30 
hanging files, one for each of the arbitrary “employees.”  Files were organized in alphabetical 
sequence by first name in a general sense, but were not alphabetized within each letter category 
(e.g., all first names beginning with A were first, but were not alphabetized within the “A” 
group).  The experimenter instructed the participants to identify the name on the time sheet and 
file it in the corresponding folder.  Appendices B, C, D, and E contain sample materials for each 
task.  Table 1 provides the instructions delivered to participants for each task.  
Experimental Design and Procedure 
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The effects of four types of feedback sequences on participant performance were 
evaluated using a multi-element design embedded within an ABC design.  During the 
experimental manipulation, each simulated office task was assigned to a feedback sequence 
condition, which was counterbalanced across participants.  That is, each feedback sequence was 
associated with a different task for each participant.  The order of tasks was also pseudo-
randomized and determined by a random number generator in blocks of four sessions.   
Upon arriving, the experimenter greeted the participant and asked him or her to sit in the 
chair at the table in the research room.  At this time, participants were also instructed to refrain 
from using their mobile devices for the duration of the study.  Participants provided informed 
consent (Appendix F) and demographic information (Appendix G) during their first visit prior to 
beginning the experimental procedure.  Eight to 10 sessions were conducted during each visit to 
the laboratory, which were scheduled 2 to 3 days per week (i.e., 16 to 30 sessions were 
conducted weekly).  A session lasted 5 min and involved the completion of one of the simulated 
office tasks.   
Baseline.  The purpose of baseline was to measure performance during all tasks in the 
absence of feedback as well as to obtain a mean baseline rate for each task.  During this phase, 
the experimenter presented the materials on the tabletop, provided instructions to participants 
about how to perform each task (Table 1), and asked them to complete the simulated office task 
for 5 min.  Participants were also informed that after 5 min elapsed, they would hear a knock on 
the window separating the two rooms as an indicator to stop performing the task.  During each 
session, the experimenter observed the participant through the one-way mirror and recorded any 
unusual behavior that could affect the participant’s rate of performance.  After 5 min, the 
experimenter knocked on the window, entered the research room, gathered the session materials, 
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and then began the next session.  Participants did not receive feedback for any of the tasks.  
Baseline continued until the participant completed each of the four tasks a minimum of three 
times and rate of performance was stable based upon visual inspection. 
Feedback manipulation.  The purpose of the feedback manipulation phase was to 
evaluate the effects of four feedback conditions on participant performance.  One of the feedback 
conditions included a control condition during which the experimenter did not deliver feedback.  
The remaining three conditions included differing sequences of feedback composed of one 
specific positive statement (e.g., “I like how you kept the brochures organized in a neat pile”), 
one general positive statement (e.g., “You are doing a wonderful job”), and one corrective 
statement (e.g., “Next time, make sure that all of the time sheets are facing forward before filing 
them”).  Specific feedback – both positive and corrective – was defined as feedback that 
explicitly referenced information about observable behavior relevant to correct performance of 
the task.  The general positive statement was defined as a social praise statement that did not 
provide information specific to task performance.  The three sequences of feedback included (1) 
the feedback sandwich, or the delivery of a positive statement followed by a corrective statement 
and another positive statement (PCP); (2) a positive-positive-corrective (PPC) sequence; (3) and 
a corrective-positive-positive (CPP) sequence.  The experimenter selected these particular 
sequences in order to hold the ratio of positive to corrective statements constant and only vary 
the sequence in which they were delivered.  The specific positive statement was always the first 
positive statement and the general positive statement was always the second positive statement 
presented in the sequence.  Appendix H lists the feedback statements used in the study, which 
were composed prior to beginning the experiment.  The experimenter did not deliver feedback 
statements that contained information directly related to the participants’ rate of performance.  
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Instead, the feedback statements included information about how well the participant completed 
the task according to the instructions given.  All feedback contained accurate information. 
Four participants received feedback immediately prior to completing the next session 
(i.e., pre-session feedback).  That is, the experimenter delivered the feedback sequence 
corresponding to the subsequent task.  The feedback statements delivered to participants 
contained information regarding performance the previous time he or she completed the task.  
After delivering the feedback, the experimenter placed the materials for the task on the table and 
left the room for the duration of the session.  The remaining four participants received feedback 
immediately after the completion of each session (i.e., post-session feedback).  After 
immediately signaling the end of a session, the experimenter stood next to the participant and 
delivered the feedback sequence corresponding to the completed task.  After delivering feedback, 
the experimenter left the room and returned with the materials for the next experimental session. 
During pre- and post-session feedback delivery, a condition-correlated stimulus (i.e., a colored 
clipboard) was held in front of the experimenter’s body in view of the participant.  A different 
color was associated with each feedback condition.  Clipboards were not used during baseline.  
The feedback manipulation phase continued until the participant completed each of the four tasks 
a minimum of three times and until stability or a clear pattern (e.g., trend, consistent variability) 
emerged. 
Choice.  The purpose of the choice phase was to evaluate participant preference for the 
feedback conditions using a concurrent chains arrangement.  The experimenter placed the 
materials for each task on colored clipboards (i.e., the condition-correlated stimuli used during 
feedback manipulation) and centered them horizontally from left to right on the table in front of 
each participant.  The order of the horizontal array varied for each choice presentation such that 
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the experimenter moved the task placed on the far left to the far right end of the array on the next 
choice trial while shifting each of the other tasks one position left.  The experimenter instructed 
the participants to “Choose whichever task you would most like to complete next.  You may 
select any task you wish even if you selected it previously.”  The participants’ selection response 
(FR1) comprised the initial link of the concurrent chains arrangement.  In the terminal link, 
participants completed the selected office task for 5 min and received the feedback sequence 
associated with that task in an identical format as the feedback manipulation phase. 
Brief oral interview.  The purpose of the brief oral interview was to gain supplemental 
information that might provide insight into findings and trends observed in the feedback 
manipulation and choice phases.  At the conclusion of the choice phase, the experimenter 
removed all of the materials from the room and returned with a sheet of questions (Appendix J) 
and a pen.  Seated to the left of the participant, the experimenter informed the participant that 
there were no right or wrong answers, and if they were unsure, “I don’t know” was an acceptable 
answer.  Participants were then asked a series of questions regarding (1) why they preferred the 
task(s) selected during the choice phase, (2) if they noticed the varying sequences of feedback, 
(3) which, if any, feedback sequence they preferred, and (4) if they indicated a preference, why 
they preferred that sequence.  
Dependent Variables and Response Measurement 
 Three dependent variables were measured during this study: percent change, participant 
selection responses, and participant verbal responses to the brief oral interview.  To evaluate 
feedback efficacy, the percent change in rate from baseline to the feedback manipulation phase 
was calculated.  This dependent variable was computed after a series of calculations.  First, the 
frequency of permanent products completed at the conclusion of each 5-min experimental 
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session was converted to a rate/min by dividing the total number of permanent products by 5.  
Next, the mean rate of stable baseline performance for each task was calculated by summing the 
observed rate of performance for the last three baseline sessions and dividing by three.  Finally, 
percent change was calculated by subtracting the mean baseline rate/min from the observed 
rate/min during feedback manipulation, dividing this difference by the mean baseline rate/min, 
and multiplying by 100 to yield a percentage.  To evaluate participant preference, the number of 
initial link selections in the concurrent chains arrangement during the choice phase was 
calculated as a second dependent variable.  Third, verbal responses to the brief oral interview 
were hand written by the experimenter.   
Data Analysis  
Mean Percent Change.  For each feedback sequence condition, the mean percent change 
was calculated by summing the observed percent change for each session in the feedback 
manipulation phase for that condition and dividing by the number of sessions.  In addition, the 
mean of the last three sessions in the feedback manipulation phase was calculated by summing 
the observed percent change for each session for that condition and dividing by three.  
Nonparametric Statistics.  Two nonparametric statistical analyses were used to evaluate 
whether the percent change in rate of performance from baseline mean was differentially 
influenced by the feedback sequence.  First, a Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) by ranks was conducted to examine whether there were statistically significant 
differences across feedback conditions.  Next, a Dunn’s (Bonferroni) Multiple Comparison Test 
was conducted to determine the specific conditions in which performance differed significantly.  
Interobserver Agreement and Procedural Fidelity  
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An independent, second observer recorded data on the mean percent change and 
participant selection responses for a minimum of 38% of sessions for each condition and for each 
participant in order to calculate interobserver agreement (IOA).  For agreement on participant 
rate, IOA was calculated by dividing the lower rate by the higher rate and multiplying by 100 to 
yield a percentage.  For agreement on participant preference, IOA was calculated by dividing the 
number of agreements on tasks selected by the participant by the total number of selections and 
multiplying by 100 to yield a percentage.  IOA averaged 99% (range, 99% - 100%).  IOA was 
not calculated for participant responses during the brief oral interview.  The means and ranges of 
agreement for each participant are summarized in Table 2. 
An independent, second observer was also present during a minimum of 38% of the 
sessions and collected data on the experimenter’s implementation of the experimental procedures 
(i.e., procedural fidelity).  To measure procedural fidelity, the observer completed a task analysis 
of the experimenter’s activities during the sessions (Appendix I).  Procedural fidelity was 
calculated by dividing the number of correctly implemented steps by the total number of steps in 
the procedure and multiplying by 100.  Procedural fidelity ranged from 91% to 100% (M = 
99%).  The means and ranges of fidelity for each participant are summarized in Table 3. 
Results 
Efficacy 
Figures 1 to 4 depict data for the participants receiving pre-session feedback and Figures 
5 to 8 depict data for participants receiving post-session feedback.  Rate of performance during 
baseline is depicted in the top panel, and percent change in rate during the feedback manipulation 
and choice phases is depicted in the bottom panel of each figure.  In the bottom panel, a zero 
percent change represents performance equal to the mean rate for the last three data points during 
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baseline and is depicted by the dotted horizontal line in all figures.  Thus, data points above the 
dotted horizontal line represent an increase in percent change, and data points below represent a 
decrease in percent change from the mean baseline rate.  Because participants had not yet 
received feedback during the first session of each task during feedback manipulation, these data 
are presented separately as denoted by the minor phase change line.  
 Pre-session feedback.  Figures 1 to 4 depict data for the participants receiving pre-
session feedback.  During baseline, data were stable for all participants by the fourth exposure to 
each task (i.e., session 16).  
Joey.  Figure 1 depicts data for Joey.  During baseline (top panel), the mean rate per 
minute for Joey was 2.13 for collating packets, 4.93 for folding brochures, 8.93 for filing time 
sheets, and 4.47 for stuffing envelopes.  During feedback manipulation (bottom panel), 
performance in the CPP condition was variable and, on average, higher than baseline with an 
increasing trend (M = 18.49%; range -1.12 to 34.83).  Performance during the feedback sandwich 
condition (PCP) showed some variability and remained above the mean baseline rate (M = 
13.23%; range, 4.76 to 23.81).  In general, performance in the PPC condition was below the 
mean baseline rate (M = -4.65%; range, -15.56 to 6.67).  With the exception of two sessions, 
performance in the no feedback condition was stable and above the mean baseline rate (M = 
15.40%; range, -18.37 to 34.69).  Overall, for Joey, the CPP was the most efficacious and the 
PPC sequence was the least efficacious.  
Cookie.  Figure 2 depicts data for Cookie.  During baseline, the mean rate per minute for 
Cookie was 3.13 for collating packets, 5.93 for folding brochures, 6.67 for filing time sheets, and 
5.73 for stuffing envelopes.  During feedback manipulation, performance in the CPP condition 
showed some initial variability but remained stable and below the mean baseline rate for the 
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remainder of the phase (M = -21.63%; range, -25.42 to -8.47).  Performance in the PCP condition 
was variable with an initial decrease to -30 percent, followed by a return to the mean baseline 
rate and a subsequent decrease below -20 percent (M = -11.40%; range, -29.82 to 5.26).  At the 
start of the phase, performance in the PPC condition was near the mean baseline rate but showed 
a gradual reduction over time (M = -20.97; range, -35.48 to 3.23).  Performance in the no 
feedback condition was slightly above baseline mean but gradually decreased and was 
approximately equal to the baseline mean by the end of the session (M = 8.58%; range, -1.49 to 
16.42).  In sum, by the end of the feedback manipulation phase all conditions were at or below 
the mean baseline rate.  Overall, the no feedback condition was the most efficacious and the CPP 
condition was the least efficacious.   
Tina.  Figure 3 depicts performance for Tina.  During baseline, the mean rate per minute 
for Tina was 3.67 for collating packets, 7.20 for folding brochures, 10.27 for filing time sheets, 
and 6.87 for stuffing envelopes.  During feedback manipulation, performance in the CPP and no 
feedback conditions showed a similar pattern with an initial decrease and then a return to the 
mean baseline rate by the end of the phase (CPP: M = -10.40%; range, -24.31 to 4.80; no 
feedback: M = -2.52%; range, -12.81 to 8.99).  Performance in the PCP condition was variable 
but generally remained near the baseline mean (M = -3.28%; range, -24.05 to 14.90).  
Performance in the PPC condition was initially near the mean baseline rate with a marked 
decline in mean percent change over the course of the phase (M = -37.04%; range, -52.78 to -
5.55).  By the end of feedback manipulation performances in the no feedback, CPP, and PCP 
conditions were near the mean baseline rate whereas performance in the PPC condition was well 
below the mean baseline rate.  Overall, the no feedback condition was the most efficacious and 
the PPC sequence was the least efficacious.   
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Mary-Therese.  Figure 4 depicts performance for Mary-Therese.  During baseline, the 
mean rate per minute for Mary-Therese was 2.22 for collating packets, 7.40 for folding 
brochures, 8.00 for filing time sheets, and 5.27 for stuffing envelopes.  During feedback 
manipulation, performance in the CPP condition was initially near the mean baseline rate with a 
gradual decrease in percent change towards the end of the phase (M = -4.27%; range, -18.82 to 
8.11).  In the PCP condition there was a substantial decrease in percent change over the course of 
the phase (M = -31.42%; range, -51.35 to -8.11).  Performance in the PPC condition showed an 
initial decrease but remained stable and above the mean baseline rate for the duration of the 
phase (M = 13.44%; range, 5.00 to 30.00).  In the no feedback condition performance showed an 
initial increase, but returned to the mean baseline rate at the conclusion of the phase (M = 
10.27%; range, -8.92 to 25.24).  Overall, the PPC sequence was the most efficacious and the PCP 
sequence was the least efficacious.  
In sum, these data suggest that the no feedback condition was the most efficacious 
sequence for two of four participants receiving pre-session feedback.  The CPP and PPC 
conditions each were the most efficacious condition for one of the four participants.  For three of 
four participants, the PPC condition was the least efficacious, resulting in the greatest decrease in 
percent change.  The PCP sequence was the least efficacious for the fourth participant.  
 Post-session feedback.  Figures 5 to 8 depict data for participants receiving post-session 
feedback.  During baseline, the data were stable for all participants by the fourth exposure to 
each task (i.e., session 16), with the exception of Mary-Angela who reached stability after three 
exposures to each task (i.e., session 12).  
Mary-Angela.  Figure 5 depicts data for Mary-Angela.  During baseline, the mean rate 
per minute for Mary-Angela was 3.08 for collating packets, 6.87 for folding brochures, 9.00 for 
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filing time sheets, and 6.80 for stuffing envelopes.  During feedback manipulation, performance 
in the CPP condition was variable but depicted a positive percent change with an increasing 
trend (M = 27.33%; range, 11.60 to 39.50).  Performance during the PCP condition approximated 
the mean baseline rate though there was a slight increase at the start of this phase (M = -0.28%; 
range, -6.80 to 7.80).  In the PPC condition, performance was stable and above the mean baseline 
rate throughout the phase (M = 15.30%; range, 11.90 to 18.70).  Except for one session, 
compared to the mean baseline rate Mary-Angela showed a decrease in percent change during 
the no feedback condition (M = -13.25%; range, -20.60 to 0.00).  In sum, CPP was the most 
efficacious sequence and the no feedback condition was the least efficacious.  
 Gina.  Figure 6 depicts data for Gina.  During baseline, the mean rate per minute for Gina 
was 2.33 for collating packets, 12.17 for folding brochures, 4.60 for filing time sheets, and 5.13 
for stuffing envelopes.  It is important to note that during feedback manipulation Gina 
demonstrated a positive percent change in the CPP condition except during sessions in which she 
stopped performing the filing task (sessions 16, 18, 21, and 32).  Instead of filing, she 
alphabetized the file folders, which she was never instructed to do.  As a result, her performance 
during those sessions is deflated and shows a negative percent change.  Because these sessions 
do not depict actual performance on the task, these data points are excluded from analysis.  
During the sessions in which Gina performed the filing task, her performance showed a positive 
percent change with an increasing trend (M = 17.39%; range, 13.04 to 26.09).  Performances 
during the PCP and PPC conditions were similar in level and trend, generally stable, and below 
the mean baseline rate (PCP: M = -15.39 %; range, -22.75 to -5.58; PPC: M = -9.78%; range,      
-18.13 to 1.36).  Performance during the no feedback condition was below the mean baseline rate 
and showed a gradual reduction over time (M = -26.28%; range -7.97 to -49.06).  Overall, during 
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the sessions in which Gina performed the filing task, the CPP condition was the most efficacious 
and the no feedback condition was the least efficacious.  
 Dina.  Figure 7 depicts data for Dina.  During baseline, the mean rate per minute for Dina 
was 2.18 for collating packets, 4.33 for folding brochures, 6.47 for filing time sheets, and 4.60 
for stuffing envelopes.  During feedback manipulation, performance in the CPP condition was 
initially variable, but stabilized and remained below the mean baseline rate after the third 
exposure to the condition (M = -24.45%; range, -34.78 to 4.35).  For the PCP condition, 
performance was below the mean baseline rate at the start of the session (-25.81%) but increased 
by the third PCP session and remained stable near the mean baseline rate for the remainder of the 
phase (M = -9.20%; range, 2.01 to -25.81).  Performance in the PPC condition was variable with 
an initial decrease followed by a gradual increase, but remained below the mean baseline rate for 
the entire phase (M = -30.71%; range, -49.19 to -7.60).  Similarly, performance in the no 
feedback condition was variable and remained below the mean baseline rate (M = -16.29%; 
range, -26.61 to -8.26).  All of the feedback sequences reduced performance relative to baseline; 
however, the PCP sequence was the most efficacious relative to the other conditions and the CPP 
sequence resulted in the greatest decrease in percent change.   
Veronica.  Figure 8 depicts data for Veronica.  During baseline, the mean rate per minute 
for Veronica was 2.93 for collating packets, 2.73 for folding brochures, 8.06 for filing time 
sheets, and 3.13 for stuffing envelopes.  During feedback manipulation, performances in the CPP 
and no feedback conditions showed some variability but were generally stable and remained near 
the mean baseline rate (CPP: M = 1.53%; range, -12.09 to 9.98; no feedback: M = -2.16%; range, 
-8.19 to 4.22).  Performance in the PCP condition initially increased to 50 percent above the 
mean baseline rate but then decreased and stabilized at 20 percent (M = 31.02%; range, 21.41 to 
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40.58).  Performance in the PPC condition was initially stable and low but then showed a gradual 
decrease over time with performance reaching -38 percent at the conclusion of this phase (M = -
23.94%; range, -38.57 to -18.09).  Overall, the PCP sequence was the most efficacious, and the 
PPC sequence was the least efficacious.  
In sum, the data indicate that the CPP and PCP conditions were each the most efficacious 
for two of four participants receiving post-session feedback.  The no feedback condition was the 
least efficacious for two of four participants, while the CPP and PPC conditions were the least 
efficacious for one participant each. 
Summary of pre- and post-session efficacy data.  The mean rates of performance for 
participants receiving pre- and post-session feedback are provided in Tables 4 and 5, 
respectively.  While the overall means provide an important measure, it obscures any trend 
present in the data and does not accurately depict the steady state data at the end of the phase.  In 
order to incorporate this information, Tables 4 and 5 depict the mean of all data points (ALL) 
and the mean of the last three steady state data points (SS) during the feedback manipulation 
phase.  For both tables, the green italicized font denotes performance with the highest percent 
change.  The red italicized font denotes performance with the lowest percent change. 
For pre-session feedback (Table 4), the no feedback condition resulted in the highest 
number of participants with improvements (n = 2) and the highest aggregated mean across 
participants.  The PPC condition resulted in the highest number of participants with decreases in 
percent change (n = 2 the mean of all data points; n = 3 for the steady state mean) and the lowest 
aggregated mean (for ALL and SS) across participants.  Overall, the no feedback condition is the 
most efficacious and the PPC condition is the least efficacious for pre-session feedback.  For 
post-session feedback (Table 5), the CPP (n = 2) and PCP (n = 2) conditions were the most 
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efficacious.  However, the CPP sequence resulted in the highest aggregated mean across 
participants.  The no feedback condition resulted in the highest number of participants with 
decreases (n = 2), and the lowest aggregated mean across all participants.  Overall, the CPP 
sequence is the most efficacious and no feedback is the least efficacious for post-session 
feedback.  Further, to aid in visual inspection of the data across all participants Figure 9 depicts 
the means of the last three data points for each participant, grouped by condition and feedback 
sequence.  The no feedback condition resulted in performance improvements for the most 
number of participants (n = 4) all of whom received pre-session feedback.  However, the CPP 
sequence resulted in larger gains in performance, although only for three participants (two of 
whom received post-session feedback).  The PPC and PCP conditions each resulted in 
performance decreases for 6 participants, although greater decreases in performance were 
observed in the PPC condition.   
Excluding the no feedback condition from analysis yields very different findings.  When 
comparing only the conditions during which the experimenter actually provided feedback, the 
CPP and PPC conditions were the most and least efficacious, respectively, for both the pre- and 
post-session feedback groups. Thus, the CPP condition produced the highest aggregated mean 
followed by the PCP condition and, finally, the PPC condition (CPP > PCP > PPC). 
Preference 
Participant preference was assessed during the choice phase using a concurrent chains 
arrangement in which participants were asked to select whichever task they would most like to 
complete next.   
Pre-session feedback.  Figures 1 to 4 depict preference data for the participants receiving 
pre-session feedback.  Table 6 depicts the total number of selections separated by condition and 
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task for participants receiving pre-session feedback.  Table 8 provides the selection responses for 
both pre- and post-session feedback.  Additionally, Table 9 depicts the first selection responses 
made by all participants.   
Joey.  Joey (Figure 1) demonstrated a slight preference for the no feedback condition, 
which he selected for half of the opportunities (i.e., four times).  Joey selected the PPC and PCP 
conditions twice each.  His performance in the no feedback and PPC conditions was consistent 
with performance during the feedback manipulation phase (no feedback: M = 17.35; PPC: M = -
5.56).  In the PCP condition, the data demonstrated a steep decrease below the baseline mean (M 
= -4.77).  Joey did not select the CPP condition during this phase.   
Cookie.  Cookie (Figure 2) demonstrated a preference for the PCP and PPC conditions, 
selecting each three times.  Cookie also selected the CPP and no feedback conditions one time 
each.  Her performance (13.43) was within the range of performance she demonstrated during 
the feedback manipulation phase on the one occasion she selected the no feedback condition.  
Cookie’s performance during the PPC condition was slightly higher (M = -16.30) and her 
performance during the PCP and CPP conditions was lower than that during the feedback 
manipulation phase (PCP: M = -27.48; CPP: -39.59).  
Tina.  Tina (Figure 3) demonstrated preference for the no feedback condition, selecting 
this condition four times.  Tina also selected the CPP and PPC conditions one time each, but did 
not select the PCP condition at any time during this phase.  Her performance in the no feedback 
condition was stable and slightly higher than her performance during the feedback manipulation 
phase (M = 6.27).  Her performance in the PPC condition was within the overall range during the 
feedback manipulation phase (-38.89).  Tina’s performance in the CPP condition was markedly 
lower during the choice phase (-38.86).  
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Mary-Therese.  Mary-Therese (Figure 4) did not demonstrate a clear preference.  She 
selected the no feedback condition three times, the CPP and PCP conditions two times each, and 
the PPC condition once during this phase.  Her performance during the choice phase in the PPC 
and no feedback conditions was equal the mean baseline rate, which was slightly lower than 
mean performance during the feedback manipulation phase (PPC: -2.50; no feedback: M = -
1.01).  Her performance in the PCP and PPC conditions was consistent with mean performance 
during feedback manipulation (PCP: M = -33.79; CPP: M = -14.42).  
Post-session feedback.  Figures 5 to 8 depict preference data for participants receiving 
post-session feedback.  Table 7 depicts the total number of selections separated by condition and 
task for participants receiving post-session feedback.  Table 8 provides the selection responses 
for both pre- and post-session feedback.  Additionally, Table 9 depicts the first selection 
responses made by all participants.   
Mary-Angela.  Mary-Angela (Figure 5) selected the CPP and PCP conditions equally 
(three times each).  Mary-Angela selected the PPC and no feedback conditions once each.  
During the choice phase, her performance in the CPP condition was above the observed mean in 
the feedback manipulation phase (M = 30.23).  Except for the last session, performance during 
the PCP condition remained near the mean baseline rate, consistent with performance in the 
feedback manipulation phase (M = 4.83).  Performance in the PPC condition was slightly above 
the mean in the feedback manipulation phase (20.90).  In the no feedback condition, performance 
did not differ from the feedback manipulation phase (-8.80).  
Gina.  Gina (Figure 6) selected the CPP and PPC conditions three times each.  She 
selected the no feedback condition twice during the choice phase, but did not select the PCP 
condition at any time during this phase.  During the CPP condition, Gina no longer alphabetized 
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the files during sessions (an error she made during feedback manipulation), which is supported 
by the positive percent change (M = 23.19).  Her performance in the PPC condition slightly 
increased from the feedback manipulation phase, but remained at the mean baseline rate (M = 
0.07).  Consistent with the feedback manipulation phase, performance in the no feedback 
condition was low and stable (M = -41.66).   
 Dina.  Dina (Figure 7) demonstrated a slight preference for the no feedback (four 
selections) and the PPC (three selections) conditions.  The CPP condition was selected once.  
Dina did not select the PCP condition at any time during the choice phase.  Performance in the 
choice phase was generally consistent with performance during the feedback manipulation phase 
for the PPC (M = -24.56) and CPP (-39.13) conditions.  Performance in the no feedback 
condition was stable and slightly above the mean observed in the feedback manipulation phase 
(M = -5.96).   
Veronica.  Veronica (Figure 8) did not demonstrate preference for any of the tasks.  
During this phase, she selected each of the tasks two times.  Her performance in the PPC and no 
feedback conditions was consistent with performance during the feedback manipulation phase 
(PPC: M = -35.16; no feedback: M = -4.47).  Veronica’s performance in the CPP and PCP 
conditions was lower than during the previous phase (CPP: M = -15.75; PCP: M = -4.15).   
Summary of pre- and post-session feedback preference data.  In sum, participants 
receiving pre-session feedback (Table 6) selected the no feedback condition (n = 12) with the 
highest frequency and the CPP sequence with the lowest frequency (n = 4).  With respect to the 
task, participants receiving pre-session feedback selected the collating packets task with the 
highest frequency (n = 11) and the filing time sheets task with the lowest frequency (n = 2).  
Participants receiving post-session feedback (Table 7) selected the PPC, CPP and no feedback 
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conditions an equal number of times (n = 9).  The PCP condition was selected with the lowest 
frequency (n = 5).  With respect to the task, the folding brochures task was selected with the 
highest frequency (n = 10) and the filing time sheets task was selected with the lowest frequency 
(n = 6) for participants receiving post-session feedback.  When selections are aggregated across 
both feedback timings (Table 8) the no feedback condition was selected with the highest 
frequency (n = 21) and the PCP condition was selected with the lowest frequency (n = 12).  With 
respect to the task, the collating packets task was selected with the highest frequency (n = 20) 
and the filing time sheets was selected with the lowest frequency (n = 8).  Because participants 
selected a variety of tasks to avoid boredom (discussed below), the first selection response may 
be more indicative of participant preference.  Table 9 includes the first selection responses of all 
the participants for both feedback timings during the choice phase.  The no feedback condition 
was selected with the highest frequency (n = 3) and the PPC condition was selected with the 
lowest frequency (n = 1).  With respect to the task, stuffing envelopes was selected with the 
highest frequency (n = 5) and filing time sheets was never selected (n = 0).  
Nonparametric Statistics   
 A nonparametric ANOVA (Kruskal-Wallis) was used to determine whether the 
differences in percent change between conditions could be obtained by chance.  The results of 
the Kruskal-Wallis showed that the differences in percent change between conditions were 
statistically significant for all participants (Joey: H(3) = 15.84, p < .01; Cookie: H(3) = 17.03, p 
< .001; Tina: H(3) = 17.23, p < .001; Mary-Therese: H(3) = 20.57, p < .001; Mary-Angela: H(3) 
= 12.46, p < .001; Gina: H(3) = 10.49, p < .05; Dina: H(3) = 11.79, p < .01; Veronica: H(3) = 
23.23, p < .0001).  Subsequently, a Dunn’s (Bonferroni) Multiple Comparison Test was 
conducted to determine which conditions differed significantly.  Table 10 contains the results for 
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each participant.  There were no significant differences between performance in the CPP and 
PCP conditions for any of the participants.  Significant differences were found between the PCP 
and PPC conditions for Joey, Tina, Mary-Angela, Dina, and Veronica.  Significant differences 
were also found between the PCP and no feedback conditions for Mary-Angela and Veronica.  
The statistical analyses also revealed significant differences between the CPP and PPC 
conditions for Joey and Veronica as well as between the CPP and no feedback conditions for 
Cookie, Mary-Therese, and Gina.  Finally, significant differences were found between the PPC 
and no feedback conditions for Joey, Cookie, and Tina.  
Brief Oral Interview  
 At the conclusion of the study, the experimenter conducted a brief oral interview with 
each participant.  Participants were asked open-ended questions about their observed selections 
during the choice phase.  When the experimenter asked participants about their preference for the 
task, four participants reported a preference for collating packets (Cookie, Tina, Mary-Angela, 
and Dina), three for folding brochures (Joey, Cookie, and Dina), two for filing time sheets (Gina 
and Veronica), and two indicated preference for the stuffing envelopes task (Tina and Mary-
Therese).  Five of these selections were associated with the no feedback condition, four with the 
CPP sequence, two with the PPC sequence, and none were associated with the PCP sequence.  
Note that several of the participants (Cookie, Tina, and Dina) indicated preference for two of the 
tasks.  Interestingly, the first selection in the choice phase matched the verbal report of task 
preference for five participants.  Joey, Dina, and Mary-Therese verbally indicated preference for 
the task associated with the no feedback condition.  Mary-Angela and Tina verbally indicated 
preference for the task associated with the CPP condition.  Verbal reports of preference for these 
five participants were consistent with their first selections during the choice phase.   
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 Next, the experimenter asked participants if they noticed that the order of feedback 
differed depending on the task.  Two participants (Joey and Dina) reported that they did not 
notice anything about the feedback.  Five participants (Cookie, Tina, Mary-Therese, Mary-
Angela, and Gina) reported that they noticed that in one condition the experimenter did not 
deliver feedback (no feedback condition), but they did not notice anything about the sequence of 
feedback statements in the other conditions.  The remaining participant, Veronica, reported that 
in one condition the experimenter did not deliver feedback, and that when feedback was 
delivered it always contained one positive statement, one corrective statement, and one praise 
statement, but did not notice the varying order of the statements.    
 After the experimenter informed the participant of the different sequences, participants 
were asked about their preferences for feedback sequence.  Four participants reported not having 
a preference (Joey, Mary-Therese, Gina, and Dina), two of the participants reported preference 
for the CPP sequence (Mary-Angela, and Veronica), and Cookie reported preference for the PCP 
sequence.  It is important to note that Tina initially indicated that she preferred the no feedback 
condition; however, she stated that while she preferred not to receive any feedback she believed 
she was more successful at performing the task for the condition in which she received the CPP 
sequence, which is consistent with her first selection response.  Participant verbal reports for 
preference were consistent with the most efficacious sequence for three of 8 participants (Tina, 
Mary-Angela, and Dina). 
Discussion 
  
 The purpose of the present study was to evaluate the efficacy of and preference for 
feedback sequence, particularly the feedback sandwich method.  This study also evaluated the 
influence of the timing of feedback delivery to participants.  Overall, the present findings suggest 
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that the sequence of feedback statements differentially influences performance.  For participants 
who experienced feedback before performing the simulated work tasks (i.e., pre-session 
feedback), the no feedback condition was the most efficacious and the PPC sequence was the 
least efficacious.  For participants who received feedback immediately following performance of 
the simulated work tasks (i.e., post-session feedback), the CPP sequence was the most 
efficacious and the no feedback condition was the least efficacious.  Interestingly, the no 
feedback condition (which served as a control condition) produced better performance during 
pre-session feedback, but worse performance during post-session feedback for two of four 
participants.  Excluding the no feedback condition from analysis yields very different findings.  
When comparing only the conditions during which the experimenter actually provided feedback, 
the CPP and PPC sequences were the most and least efficacious, respectively, for both the pre- 
and post-session feedback groups.  Thus, the timing of feedback does not appear to influence 
performance unless incorporating a no feedback condition. 
The data also indicate that participants may have differential preferences for particular 
feedback conditions or sequences.  Participants who received pre-session feedback demonstrated 
a stronger preference for the no feedback condition, selecting it for 12 out of 30 opportunities.  
Participants who received post-session feedback showed equal preference for all conditions 
except the feedback sandwich (PCP) which was selected 5 times.   
Contributions to the Literature   
 The present study contributes to the literature on performance feedback in several ways.  
Most importantly, the present study measured the effects of feedback sequence on observable 
and measureable work performance.  Previous research on the sequence of feedback measured 
hypothetical constructs such as “emotional reaction” or “desirability” on likert-type scales (e.g., 
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Davies & Jacobs, 1985).  Without an evaluation of how the various sequences of feedback 
affects work performance the efficacy of such sequences is unknown, a gap addressed by the 
current study.   
 These results fail to support claims of efficacy and preference for the feedback sandwich, 
which has important implications for practice.  As discussed previously, the feedback sandwich 
has gained popularity in many areas.  It has been recommended for use with employees, athletes, 
individuals in the health care profession, and likely many more vocations (Dohrenwend, 2002; 
Glover, 2000; Hanson, n.d.; Shread, 2012).  These results demonstrate that the feedback 
sandwich method may not be the most efficacious method for delivering feedback, and in some 
cases may negatively influence the performance of individuals who receive feedback in this 
format.  It is important to note that the feedback sandwich is not the only sequence that has been 
recommended in practice.  In his new book on academic mentoring, Zachary (2012) recommends 
that mentors provide feedback in the form of positive-positive-positive-corrective.  The findings 
of the present study also do not support this claim.  Although the sequence proposed by Zachary 
contains four feedback statements (whereas this study evaluated three statements), the present 
results suggest that ending feedback with a corrective statement may produce decreases in 
performance. 
 Given that reviews of the literature on performance feedback have demonstrated that 
characteristics of feedback are differentially effective (e.g., Alvero et al., 2001), the present 
results suggest that the sequence and timing of feedback may be important characteristics that 
warrant inclusion in a classification system.  Researchers do not consistently describe the timing 
or the sequence of feedback in their published works.  For example, Nigro-Bruzzi and Sturmey 
(2010) reported that the experimenter delivered both positive and corrective statements regarding 
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performance during role-plays, but never specified when or in what sequence these were 
delivered.  Lebbon, Austin, Rost, and Stanley (2011) provided positive and corrective verbal 
feedback, but do not describe the sequence or the timing (other than feedback was provided after 
performance).  Since the feedback sequence produced differential outcomes for participants in 
this study, the order of positive and corrective statements may be an important factor that authors 
should specify when reporting their research.  The present findings indicate that feedback timing 
only influences performance during conditions in which the experimenter did not deliver 
feedback, which may better represent real-world work conditions.  That is, supervisors are 
unlikely to provide feedback as frequently as it was provided in the present study.  It is also 
possible that some employee responsibilities or tasks will not receive regular feedback.  In these 
instances, then, the timing of feedback may be an important variable influencing employee 
performance.  Thus, researchers are encouraged to better describe both the timing and the 
sequence of feedback in the published literature. 
 Another contribution worth mentioning is the use of a reverse translation model.  That is, 
the present study took an issue experienced in real-world settings and brought it into the 
laboratory to investigate under highly controlled conditions.  This follows recent calls for 
developing experimental preparations in this way (e.g., Mace & Critchfield, 2010).  Translational 
research, including the present study, is important because it extends basic behavioral 
methodology to questions of social importance by examining everyday behavioral phenomenon 
in a controlled setting.  Such research generates new questions and advances both discovery and 
application.   
Conceptual Analysis of Behavioral Mechanisms  
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 Function of feedback.  Although this study did not explicitly evaluate the function of 
feedback, an interpretation of its potential function may inform the present findings and suggest 
future areas of research.  Researchers have proposed a number of behavioral mechanisms that 
may serve as the function of feedback.  First, feedback may serve an antecedent function such as 
that of a discriminative stimulus (Duncan & Bruwelheide, 1986).  For feedback to function as a 
discriminative stimulus, it would need to evoke behavior immediately and be differentially 
correlated with a consequence.  The most obvious condition where this function may apply is 
during pre-session feedback since participants received feedback before the opportunity to emit 
behavior.  It is unlikely that pre-session feedback functioned as a discriminative stimulus because 
there were no programmed consequences in the present study and any non-programmed 
consequences not controlled by the experimenter were delayed.  Moreover, when there is a delay 
between feedback and the response (regardless of which comes first), feedback does not meet the 
definition of a discriminative stimulus (Agnew & Redmon, 1993).   
Since feedback does not fit the strict definition of a discriminative stimulus, many have 
argued that feedback functions primarily through rule control (e.g., Peterson, 1982).  Rules are 
verbal stimuli that describe behavioral contingencies expressed in “if…then…” statements 
(Agnew & Redmon, 1993).  That is, if you perform X behavior, then Y consequence will follow.  
The feedback delivered to participants in the present study did not include both components of 
an “if… then” statement.  For example, a sample statement participants received is “I really like 
how you kept the pile of brochures organized.  Next time make sure you crease the line all the 
way.  But I appreciate your hard work.”  Without programmed consequences, the feedback only 
describes the “if” portion of a rule.  Agnew and Redmon (1993) argue that if a statement does 
not describe a complete contingency it does not fit the classification of a CSS and should not be 
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called a rule.  However, they also indicate that humans may develop rules about contingencies 
and perform according to their self-stated rules, regardless of their accuracy or the planned 
contingencies.  Thus, participants may create their own then statement thereby completing the 
description of a full contingency and allowing the feedback to be considered a CSS.  These self-
stated rules may be accurate or inaccurate and describe contingencies that may result in 
performance improvements or decrements.  For example, if participants create the rule, “If I 
crease the line of the brochure all the way, then the experimenter will let me leave the session 
early.”  This rule would be inaccurate, but would likely result in an improvement in performance.  
Unfortunately, because the feedback contained information about quality, participants may have 
spent more time attending to these details, potentially resulting in a decrease in rate.  The 
participant may also create the rule “If I crease the line of the brochure all the way, then nothing 
different will happen.”  Because there were no programmed consequences, this rule is accurate 
and would likely result in a lower rate of performance (i.e., extinction is operating).  The covert 
creation of various rules by participants may account for some of the idiosyncratic differences in 
the present data.  Future research might ask participants about the types of rules they created, or 
program reinforcement into the experimental preparation to decrease the likelihood that 
participants will create inaccurate rules or rules that will negatively influence performance.   
 Schlinger and Blakely (1987) point out that rules do not fit the definition of a 
discriminative stimulus because rules do not immediately evoke behavior.  Often, the rule affects 
the probability that the behavior will occur at the appropriate time.  Thus, they argue that rules 
should be classified as function-altering stimuli wherein rules alter the function of other stimuli, 
such as discriminative stimuli or reinforcing stimuli, which directly control the behavior.  The 
most obvious condition where this explanation may apply is during post-session feedback since 
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there is a delay lasting 5 minutes to several days between the delivery of feedback and the next 
opportunity to perform the task.  That is, the delivery of feedback does not immediately evoke 
the behavior described by the feedback; instead, the feedback may alter the evocative function of 
the task materials (discriminative stimuli) and result in a change in performance  the next time 
the task is presented (i.e., the appropriate time).  Given the pseudo-random order of the 
conditions in the present study, participants who received post-session feedback would be asked 
to complete different tasks unrelated to the feedback they just received (e.g., a participant who 
was instructed to crease the line of the brochures across the entire page might be presented with 
the filing task next, not the folding brochures task).  Thus, the feedback could not immediately 
evoke behavior.  However, the next time the participant has an opportunity to complete the task 
related to that feedback, the task materials themselves (e.g., unfolded brochures) could evoke 
behavior change (e.g., appropriate creasing) as a result of the feedback received (e.g., function-
altering effects).  If feedback were to serve as a function-altering CSS, it may change the 
evocative or discriminative function of the materials whereby the presence of the materials 
would evoke work behavior.  Unfortunately, the current study did not seek to evaluate whether 
feedback functioned as a function-altering CSS; thus, based on the data it is difficult to determine 
whether feedback functioned as such.   
 Alternatively, feedback might serve a reinforcement function.  For feedback to function 
as a reinforcer, the delivery of feedback would need to occur immediately following performance 
and increase the probability of the behavior in the future.  The most obvious condition where this 
function may apply is during post-session feedback since participants received feedback after the 
opportunity to emit behavior.  The praise statement included in the feedback sequence may serve 
as a reinforcer given participants’ learning history.  However, the delivery of praise is too 
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delayed, even in post-session feedback, for it to serve as a reinforcer.  When the temporal delay 
is too great, rule control (a la function-altering CSS) may be the means by which feedback 
influences performance.  If feedback is as a function-altering CSS, it may change the function of 
some aspect of the task that reinforces work behavior.  For example, completed work tasks 
accumulating in the bin may signal the conclusion of the 5-min session, which could function as 
a negative reinforcer for task completion.  As a CSS, feedback may influence performance by 
altering the reinforcing function of completed work tasks.  Well-controlled research evaluating 
the precise function of feedback is generally lacking.  Thus, the function is presently unknown. 
 Compound stimuli.  An interesting finding was obtained that warrants further discussion.  
When comparing only the conditions during which the experimenter actually provided feedback, 
the CPP condition produced the highest aggregated mean followed by the PCP condition and, 
finally, the PPC condition (CPP > PCP > PPC).  Thus, it appears as though the more information 
that is presented before the corrective statement, the less efficacious the feedback.  An 
interpretation of the order of the efficacy of the feedback sequences might be informed by the 
attention literature.  Organisms differentially attend to stimuli present in the environment.  
Research has shown that when stimuli are presented as a compound stimulus the control of 
responding by each stimulus is influenced by several factors (e.g., Reynolds, 1961).  These 
factors include the salience and history of reinforcement of that stimulus as well as the salience 
and history of reinforcement of the other stimuli presented in the compound (Fantino & Logan, 
1979).   
 For example, Reynolds (1961) evaluated pecking responses of pigeons when two 
compound stimuli alternated on a multiple VI 3 min EXT schedule.  Each compound stimulus 
consisted of a color and a shape.  The key for the VI 3 min component was illuminated red with 
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a white triangle.  The key for the EXT component was illuminated green with a white circle.  
Reynolds showed that responding eventually came under control of the red-triangle compound, 
not the green-circle compound (i.e., the pigeons learned to discriminate).  Reynolds then 
presented each of the stimuli comprising the compound (triangle, circle, red light, green light) 
separately in a random order, during which responses were not reinforced.  He found that the 
pigeons did not respond to either stimulus previously associated with EXT (i.e., circle, green 
light).  The findings were mixed with respect to responding to either stimulus previously 
associated with reinforcement (i.e., triangle, red light).  One pigeon responded in the presence of 
the triangle and the other pigeon responded in the presence of the red light.  These findings 
demonstrate that organisms may attend to one component of a compound stimulus.  With respect 
to the present study, perhaps participants attended differentially to the first component of the 
feedback sequence compound.  If the corrective statement is the most efficacious component, 
participants who actually attended to this particular component—that, participants who received 
the corrective statement first as in CPP—would show the most gains in performance.  
Blocking may also explain these findings.  In blocking, the prior correlation of a stimulus 
with reinforcement prevents the development of effective stimulus control by a second stimulus 
when the two are presented together as a compound stimulus (Fantino & Logan, 1979).  
Potentially then, an individual’s prior history with positive and corrective feedback may have 
changed the saliency of each of the individual feedback statements.  The sequence of these 
statements could have interacted with their salience and, in turn, influence performance.  Either 
of these explanations appear plausible; however, the experimental preparation was not designed 
to assess either of these experimentally.  
Limitations and Future Directions  
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 Despite the strengths and contributions of this study, several limitations exist that are 
worth noting.  There is limited research on how the sequence and timing of feedback may affect 
employee performance in real-world settings.  Without research to guide the experimental 
methodology, there is a risk that the present experimental question would produce employee 
performance decreases if conducted in an actual employment setting.  To avoid this risk, the 
experimenter conducted the present study in a simulated work environment in a laboratory; thus, 
the generality of these findings to the organizational setting may be limited.  As the body of 
literature on the sequence and timing of feedback grows, future research might focus on 
analogue research that more closely resembles a true organizational setting.  Moreover, the 
analogue-nature of the present study made it impossible to tie performance to real-world 
differential outcomes, such as raises and promotions.  Future research could address this 
limitation.  
 The feedback statements that the experimenter provided to participants included 
information regarding the quality of performance rather than information about the rate of 
performance.  As a result, the feedback could have produced a lower rate of performance if 
participants slowed their rate to produce a higher quality product.  Although participants 
demonstrated rate decreases during the feedback manipulation, performance also increased 
above the mean baseline rate.  In these instances (e.g., CPP sequence for Mary-Angela), both the 
rate and quality of performance improved providing a stronger argument for the efficacy of the 
feedback sequences in which this was found.  Unfortunately, it is unclear whether the experiment 
would yield the same results if the feedback included information regarding quantity or rate of 
performance.  Future research may wish to provide feedback that includes information about the 
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rate of performance in order to determine what effects this information has on performance when 
included in the sequence of feedback.   
 Third, based on the results of the participant selection responses, it seems likely that the 
task with which the sequence was associated at least partially influenced preference.  It appears 
that the filing task was the least preferred and selected only eight times out of 62 possible 
selections.  The verbal reports of participants support this finding.  Additionally, the monotony 
of the tasks influenced participant selections.  That is, participants often selected a variety of the 
tasks during the choice phase; in fact, only one participant (Tina) ever selected the same task 
twice in a row.  Participants reported that they varied selections in order to avoid boredom.  
 Another limitation is that when participants were asked about the various sequences 
during the brief oral interview, they reported noticing the difference between conditions in which 
they received feedback versus no feedback, but could not describe the differences between the 
sequences.  Nevertheless, the sequences differentially influenced performance.  Future research 
may wish to identify a method of making the individual statements within the sequence more 
salient in order to increase the likelihood that the participants will be able to discriminate 
between the various sequences.   
 Finally, the experimenter did not have a history of a supervisor-supervisee relationship 
with the participants.  It seems likely that instances where a supervisee respects his or her 
supervisor and/or seeks supervisor praise, the positive statement could function as a powerful 
reinforcer.  This arrangement was not possible given the experimental preparation.  However, the 
experimenter served as the graduate teaching assistant for a course in which six of the eight 
participants were enrolled, which may have influenced the efficacy of the positive statement in a 
similar way.   
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Conclusion  
 The present study evaluated the efficacy of and preference for feedback sequence and 
timing.  The results indicate that the sequence of feedback may be an important characteristic of 
feedback that influences performance.  The timing of feedback may also influence performance, 
particularly when a no feedback condition is included.  There is limited literature on the 
sequence and timing of feedback against which to compare these results.  The results of future 
research on the sequence of feedback may inform optimal sequences and help to inform practice.  
Importantly, additional research is needed to determine the function of performance feedback.   
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Table 1 
 
List of Instructions Delivered for Each Task   
 
 
Task Instruction 
Folding Brochures In this task, you will be folding brochures.  Each brochure should 
be folded in half with this side (point to image) serving as the front.  
You may place the completed brochures in this bin (point to bin).  
After five minutes, you will hear a knock on the window to let you 
know that you can stop, and I will return to collect the materials.  
Do you have any questions?   
 
Filing Time Sheets In this task, you will be filing time sheets.  Each time sheet has a 
name at the top (point to name) that corresponds with one of the 
folders, in which you should place the time sheet.  After five 
minutes, you will hear a knock on the window to let you know that 
you can stop, and I will return to collect the materials.  Do you 
have any questions?   
 
Stuffing Envelopes In this task, you will be stuffing envelopes.  Each envelope needs 
one pink and one purple flyer (point to flyers).  You do not need to 
seal the envelopes.  You may place the completed envelopes in this 
bin (point to bin).  After five minutes, you will hear a knock on the 
window to let you know that you can stop, and I will return to 
collect the materials.  Do you have any questions?   
 
Collating Packets In this task, you will be collating packets.  There are seven double 
sided pages and each page is numbered at the top right of the page 
(point to number on page).  Each packet needs one of each page 
and to be stapled in the corner.  You may place the completed 
packets in this bin (point to bin).  After five minutes, you will hear 
a knock on the window to let you know that you can stop, and I 
will return to collect the materials.  Do you have any questions?   
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Table 2 
 
Interobserver Agreement by Participant and Condition 
 
  
 Condition  
Participant Baseline Feedback Choice Mean 
Joey 100 100 100 100 
Cookie 100 99 100 99 
Tina 100 100 100 100 
Mary-Therese 99 99 100 99 
Mary-Angela 100 100 100 100 
Gina 100 100 100 100 
Dina 100 100 100 100 
Veronica 100 99 100 99 
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Table 3 
 
Procedural Fidelity by Participant and Condition 
 
 
 Condition  
Participant Baseline Feedback Choice Mean 
Joey 100 100 94 98 
Cookie 100 99 100 99 
Tina 100 100 100 100 
Mary-Therese 100 100 91 97 
Mary-Angela 100 100 100 100 
Gina 100 100 94 98 
Dina 100 99 100 99 
Veronica 100 100 100 100 
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Table 4 
 
Mean Percent Change in Rate by Feedback Sequence Condition for Participants Receiving Pre-
Session Feedback  
 
 
 Condition 
 PCP  CPP PPC  No FB 
Participant ALL SS  ALL SS ALL SS  ALL SS 
Joey 13.26 12.70  18.49 29.59 -4.65 -3.71  15.40 18.37
Cookie -11.40 -5.27  -21.63 -23.16 -20.97 -31.18  8.58 1.49
Tina -3.27 -9.77  -10.40 -1.02 -37.04 -51.85  -2.51 3.54
Mary-
Therese 
-31.42 -35.14  -4.28 -12.88 13.44 7.50  10.27 3.67
Mean  -8.21 -9.37  -4.46 -1.87 -12.31 -19.81  7.94 6.77
 
Note. ALL = mean of all data points in feedback manipulation phase; SS = mean of the last three 
data points in the feedback manipulation phase (i.e., steady state data).  The green italicized font 
denotes performance with the highest percent change.  The red italicized font denotes 
performance with the lowest percent change. 
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Table 5 
 
Mean Percent Change in Rate by Feedback Sequence Condition for Participants Receiving Post-
Session Feedback  
 
 
 Condition 
 PCP  CPP PPC  No FB 
Participant ALL SS  ALL SS ALL SS  ALL SS 
Mary-
Angela 
-.28 -2.97  27.33 27.90 15.3 14.17  -13.25 -13.73 
Gina -15.39 -17.02  17.39 17.39 -17.11 -11.63  -26.28 -42.48 
Dina -9.2 -6.23  -24.46 -31.88 -30.71 -27.64  -16.29 -14.38 
Veronica 31.45 21.67  1.52 0.15 -23.94 -31.74  -2.16 -0.74 
Mean  1.65 -1.14  5.45 3.39 -14.12 -14.21  -14.50 -17.83 
 
Note. ALL = mean of all data points in feedback manipulation phase; SS = mean of the last three 
data points in the feedback manipulation phase (i.e. steady state data).  The green italicized font 
denotes performance with the highest percent change.  The red italicized font denotes 
performance with the lowest percent change. 
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Table 6  
 
Participant Selection Responses during Choice Phase for Participants Receiving Pre-Session 
Feedback  
 
  
 Task  
Sequence Filing Folding Stuffing  Packets Total 
PCP 0 2 3 2 7 
PPC 1 1 2 3 7 
CPP 0 1 1 2 4 
No FB 1 4 3 4 12 
Total 2 8 9 11  
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Table 7  
 
Participant Selection Responses during Choice Phase for Participants Receiving Post-Session 
Feedback 
   
 
 Task  
Sequence Filing Folding Stuffing  Packets Total 
PCP 0 3 2 0 5 
PPC 1 3 3 2 9 
CPP 3 2 1 3 9 
No FB 2 2 1 4 9 
Total 6 10 7 9  
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Table 8  
 
Participant Selection Responses during Choice Phase for All Participants 
  
 
 Task  
Sequence Filing Folding Stuffing  Packets Total 
PCP 0 5 5 2 12 
PPC 2 4 5 5 16 
CPP 3 3 2 5 13 
No FB 3 6 4 8 21 
Total 8 18 16 20  
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Table 9 
 
First selection responses for all participants in the choice phase. 
 
 
 Task  
Sequence Filing Folding Stuffing  Packets Total 
PCP   2  2 
PPC   1  1 
CPP   1 1 2 
No FB  1 1 1 3 
Total 0 1 5 2  
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Table 10 
 
Significance levels of Dunn’s (Bonferroni) Multiple Comparison Test  
 
 
 Participant  
Comparison Joey Cookie Tina Mary-Angela 
Mary-
Therese 
Gina Dina Veronica 
PCP vs. CPP         
PCP vs. PPC .05  .01 .001   .01 .0001 
PCP vs. No FB    .01    .05 
CPP vs. PPC .01       .05 
CPP vs. No FB  .01   .05 .05   
PPC vs. No FB .01 .01 .05      
 
Note.  Values represent levels of significance.  
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Figure Captions 
 
 
Figure 1. Data for Joey.  The top panel depicts rate of performance for each task during the 
baseline phase.  The bottom panel depicts the effects of pre-session feedback on 
percent change from the mean baseline rate during the feedback manipulation and 
choice phases.  The dotted horizontal line located at zero denotes the mean baseline 
rate.  Participant task selections are also displayed during the choice phase. 
Figure 2. Data for Cookie.  The top panel depicts rate of performance for each task during the 
baseline phase.  The bottom panel depicts the effects of pre-session feedback on 
percent change from the mean baseline rate during the feedback manipulation and 
choice phases.  The dotted horizontal line located at zero denotes the mean baseline 
rate.  Participant task selections are also displayed during the choice phase. 
Figure 3. Data for Tina.  The top panel depicts rate of performance for each task during the 
baseline phase.  The bottom panel depicts the effects of pre-session feedback on 
percent change from the mean baseline rate during the feedback manipulation and 
choice phases.  The dotted horizontal line located at zero denotes the mean baseline 
rate.  Participant task selections are also displayed during the choice phase. 
Figure 4. Data for Mary-Therese.  The top panel depicts rate of performance for each task 
during the baseline phase.  The bottom panel depicts the effects of pre-session 
feedback on percent change from the mean baseline rate during the feedback 
manipulation and choice phases.  The dotted horizontal line located at zero denotes 
the mean baseline rate.  Participant task selections are also displayed during the 
choice phase. 
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Figure 5. Data for Mary-Angela.  The top panel depicts rate of performance for each task 
during the baseline phase.  The bottom panel depicts the effects of post-session 
feedback on percent change from the mean baseline rate during the feedback 
manipulation and choice phases.  The dotted horizontal line located at zero denotes 
the mean baseline rate.  Participant task selections are also displayed during the 
choice phase. 
Figure 6. Data for Gina.  The top panel depicts rate of performance for each task during the 
baseline phase.  The bottom panel depicts the effects of post-session feedback on 
percent change from the mean baseline rate during the feedback manipulation and 
choice phases.  The dotted horizontal line located at zero denotes the mean baseline 
rate.  Participant task selections are also displayed during the choice phase. 
Figure 7. Data for Dina.  The top panel depicts rate of performance for each task during the 
baseline phase.  The bottom panel depicts the effects of post-session feedback on 
percent change from the mean baseline rate during the feedback manipulation and 
choice phases.  The dotted horizontal line located at zero denotes the mean baseline 
rate.  Participant task selections are also displayed during the choice phase. 
Figure 8. Data for Veronica.  The top panel depicts rate of performance for each task during 
the baseline phase.  The bottom panel depicts the effects of post-session feedback 
on percent change from the mean baseline rate during the feedback manipulation 
and choice phases.  The dotted horizontal line located at zero denotes the mean 
baseline rate.  Participant task selections are also displayed during the choice phase. 
Figure 9. Mean of the last three data points for all participants organized by feedback 
sequence and timing.   
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Appendix A 
 
Participant recruitment script   
 
“We would like to announce the opportunity to earn extra credit towards your final grade in this 
course by participating in a research project.  The purpose of the project is to examine the effects 
of feedback on performance of simple office tasks.  You will be asked to carry out four simulated 
routine office tasks lasting 5 minutes, presented in a random order.  The four simulated tasks 
include folding brochures, stuffing envelopes, sorting packets, and filing.  Following each task, 
you will receive accurate verbal feedback about your performance.  
 
Sessions for the study will be 60 minutes in duration, but you will be asked to return for a total of 
3-5 sessions held on different days.  Your approximate total time commitment for the study will 
be between 3-5 hours.  In exchange for your participation, you will be given extra credit points 
equal to 0.5% of your final course grade for each hour of participation.” 
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Appendix B 
 
Materials for folding brochures 
 
Outside of brochure 
 
 
Inside of brochure  
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Appendix C  
 
Materials for stuffing envelopes 
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Appendix D 
 
Materials for collating packets 
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Appendix E  
 
Materials for filing time sheets 
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Appendix F 
 
Informed consent  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The Department of Applied Behavioral Science at the University of Kansas supports the practice 
of protection for human subjects participating in research.  The following information is 
provided for you to decide whether you wish to participate in the present study.  You may refuse 
to sign this form and not participate in this study.  You should be aware that even if you agree to 
participate, you are free to withdraw at any time.  If you do withdraw from this study, it will not 
affect your relationship with this unit, the services it may provide to you, or the University of 
Kansas.   
 
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
 
The purpose of the proposed investigation is to examine the effects of feedback on performance 
of simple office tasks. 
 
PROCEDURES 
 
By participating in this study, you will be asked to complete a demographic survey. Following 
completion of this survey, you will be asked to carry out four simulated routine office tasks 
lasting 5 minutes, presented in a random order. The four simulated tasks include folding 
brochures, stuffing envelopes, sorting packets, and filing. Following each task, you will receive 
accurate verbal feedback about your performance. Feedback will consist of positive statements 
and neutral corrective feedback. Your time commitment for each session will be 60 minutes. 
However, you will need to return to the testing room approximately 3 to 5 times (total time of 
study 3-5 hours). All sessions will be video-recorded. Your demographic survey will be kept in 
the faculty researcher’s locked cabinet in a locked office, with your data and video file stored on 
a password protected computer saved to a secure server in a locked office. You may ask to have 
the taping stopped at any time and choose not to participate in the study. Trained graduate and 
undergraduate research assistants will score the video tapes. The recordings will be erased after 
five years from the date of recording. Your video will not be used in any other manner. 
 
 
RISKS    
 
Minimal risks are anticipated with participation in this study. You might feel uncomfortable 
receiving feedback or become fatigued by the various office tasks. 
 
 
BENEFITS 
 
Your participation in this study will benefit society by determining ways to impact performance 
of simple office tasks. 
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PAYMENT TO PARTICIPANTS 
 
Participants will be compensated by receiving 0.5% points of extra credit for every hour of 
participation, which will be applied to their undergraduate ABSC course from which they were 
recruited.  
 
PARTICIPANT CONFIDENTIALITY 
  
Your name will not be associated in any publication or presentation with the information 
collected about you or with the research findings from this study.  Instead, the researcher will use 
a participant number or a pseudonym rather than your name. Your identifiable information will 
not be shared unless required by law or you give written permission. 
    
REFUSAL TO SIGN CONSENT AND AUTHORIZATION 
 
You are not required to sign this Consent and Authorization form and you may refuse to do so 
without affecting your right to any services you are receiving or may receive from the University 
of Kansas or to participate in any programs or events of the University of Kansas.  However, if 
you refuse to sign, you cannot participate in this study. 
 
CANCELLING THIS CONSENT AND AUTHORIZATION 
 
You may withdraw your consent to participate in this study at any time.  You also have the right 
to cancel your permission to use and disclose further information collected about you, in writing, 
at any time, by sending your written request to:  Florence D. DiGennaro Reed, Ph.D., BCBA-D, 
1000 Sunnyside Avenue Room 4056 DHDC, Lawrence, KS 66045 
 
 If you cancel permission to use your information, the researchers will stop collecting additional 
information about you.  However, the research team may use and disclose information that was 
gathered before they received your cancellation, as described above.  
 
QUESTIONS ABOUT PARTICIPATION should be directed to: 
Florence D. DiGennaro Reed, Ph.D., BCBA-D 
Faculty Supervisor & Principal Investigator 
Department of Applied Behavioral Science 
4056 Dole Human Development Center 
University of Kansas 
Lawrence, KS  66045 
785 864 0521 
If you have any questions about your rights as a research participant you may contact the Human 
Subjects Committee Lawrence Campus (HSCL) office at  (785) 864-7429 or  (785) 864-7385, 
write the Human Subjects Committee Lawrence Campus (HSCL), University of Kansas, 2385 
Irving Hill Road, Lawrence, Kansas   66045-7568, or email stephaniede@ku.edu. 
KEEP THIS SECTION FOR YOUR RECORDS.  IF YOU WISH TO PARTICIPATE TEAR 
OFF THE FOLLOWING SECTION AND RETURN IT TO THE RESEARCHER (S). 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
HSCL # 19938 
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PARTICIPANT CERTIFICATION: 
 
If you agree to participate in this study please sign where indicated, then tear off this section and 
return it to the investigator(s).  Keep the consent information for your records. 
 
I have read this Consent and Authorization form. I have had the opportunity to ask, and I have 
received answers to, any questions I had regarding the study and the use and disclosure of 
information about me for the study.   
 
I agree to take part in this study as a research participant.  By my signature I affirm that I am at 
least 18 years old and that I have received a copy of this Consent and Authorization form.  
 
_______________________________         _____________________ 
           Type/Print Participant's Name   Date 
 
 _________________________________________    
            Participant's Signature  
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Appendix G  
 
Demographic questionnaire  
 
ID # (given to you by researcher):  
Do NOT enter your student ID number! 
 
Age: 
 
Gender:  
⃝ Male 
⃝ Female 
 
Race/ethnic background: 
⃝ White/Caucasian 
⃝ Black/African American 
⃝ Hispanic/Latino 
⃝ Asian 
⃝ Native American 
⃝ Pacific Islander 
⃝ Mixed 
⃝ Other 
 
Do you have a DOCUMENTED disability?  
⃝ Yes 
⃝ No 
 
If yes, please specify: 
⃝ learning disability 
⃝ attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder 
⃝ physical disability 
⃝ other 
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Appendix H 
 
Feedback statements  
 
Positive: 
Specific: 
 I like you kept the ________ in a neat pile. 
 I like how you kept the papers organized 
 I’m pleased with your commitment to quality  
 I appreciate your attention to detail 
 I like how you lined up the edges before folding the brochure  
 I like how you creased the line all the way  
 I like how you made sure the papers were aligned before stapling  
 I like how you made sure the packet had all the pages  
 I like how you fold the flap down on the envelope before stacking them  
 I like how you replaced the crinkled flyer 
 I like how you left out the flyer that was too big  
 I like how you pushed the flyer all the way down in the envelope  
 
General: 
 Thank you for putting in a lot of effort 
 Good job, you’ve been a huge help 
 We appreciate your hard work  
 Thank you for maintaining a positive attitude 
 Good job following the instructions 
 You’re doing a great job 
 Really great job today 
 These ________ look wonderful 
 
Corrective: 
 Next time, it would be great if you could keep the papers more organized 
 Just a reminder, make sure you are paying attention to the task 
 Next time, you might try a new method for organizing 
 Next time, you might try a new method for completing the task  
 Make sure you put the ___ in the box once complete  
 Next time you might try taking out a bigger pile of ____  before beginning  
 Next time, be consistent with the way you organize the task  
 
Folding: 
 Make sure you crease the line all the way 
 Try not to bend the corners 
 Make sure the line isn’t crooked when folding 
 
Filing: 
 Try not to bend the corners 
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 Next time try handling the papers more gently 
 Make sure the time sheet is facing left  
 Make sure the time sheet is pushed all the way down in the file   
 
Stuffing: 
 Make sure the flyer is facing to the left 
 Try not to bend the corners 
 Make sure you push the flyers all the way down in the envelope 
 Next time, fold the flap down before stacking the envelope 
 Make sure the pink flyer is on top  
 Make sure you leave out the bent flyers  
 Make sure you leave out any flyers that do not fit  
 
Packets:  
 Make sure all of the corners are lined up before stapling  
 Next time you might consider stapling at an angle  
 Try not to bend the corners 
 Make sure the staple isn’t too far down the page  
 Next time try handling the papers more gently  
 Be sure that there is only one staple 
 Be careful that you are only grabbing one page at a time  
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Appendix I 
 
Task analysis of procedure  
 
Baseline  
 
Participant Number:       Date:     
 
⃝ Unlock both doors by pushing button on inside of door.   
 
⃝ Make sure that you have the following materials in the observation room: 
o Brochures  
o Envelopes with stuffing materials  
o Papers to create packets 
o Portable file with hanging files, materials to file 
o A bin for completed products 
o Participant research files 
 
⃝ Make sure that the testing room is clear of all experimental materials   
 
⃝ Greet participant.   
 
Good morning/afternoon! How are you today? Let’s get started. Please join me in this room 
(move to testing room). Please place your bag over here (point to corner of the room away from 
the table) and be sure to refrain from using your phone during the session. 
 
⃝ Obtain written consent and demographic data (first session only).   
 
Before we begin the study, I need to obtain consent from you for participation. Please take a 
couple of minutes to read this consent form (hand consent form and pen to individual) and sign 
it if you’re willing to provide consent. If you do, please also complete this short demographic 
information form (hand demographic form to individual). I’ll be in the room on the other side 
of this mirror. When you’re finished simply say “I’m done” and I will return. 
 
Here is a copy of the consent form for your records (hand second consent form). 
 
⃝ Check to make sure consent form and demographic data are fully completed. If not, ask 
participant to complete the missing item. 
 
⃝ Begin instructions. 
 
You will be performing a series of several office tasks: folding brochures, stuffing envelopes, 
creating packets, and filing. Each task will last 5 minutes. When the 5 minutes are up I will 
knock on the glass in order to let you know that you are done with that task. Do you have any 
questions before we begin? 
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⃝ Begin 1st task:  
o Bring the materials for the corresponding task marked above 
o Explain the task to the participant  
o In this task you will _____. Do you have any questions? 
o Leave the room, and start timer for 5 minutes as soon as the door shuts. 
 
⃝ During the session, please do not engage in other activities. Instead, please observe the 
participant and record “interesting” activities/observations in the space below. 
 
 
 
 
⃝ After five minutes knock on the window and then enter the testing room and collect the 
materials (No Feedback is Provided). 
 
⃝ Record the amount completed by the participant ____________________ 
 
 
Feedback manipulation  
 
Participant Number: _________________  Date:      
 
 
⃝ Make sure that you have the following materials in the observation room: 
o Brochures  
o Envelopes with stuffing materials  
o Papers to create packets 
o Portable file with hanging files, materials to file 
o A bin for completed products 
o 4 colored clipboards (green, blue, yellow, pink) each marked for their separate tasks  
o Participant research files 
 
⃝ Make sure that the testing room is clear of all experimental materials   
 
⃝ Greet participant.   
 
Good morning/afternoon! How are you today? Let’s get started. Please join me in this room (move to 
testing room). Please place your bag over here (point to corner of the room away from the table) and be 
sure to refrain from using your phone during the session. 
 
 
⃝ Begin instructions. 
 
Like last time, you will be performing a series of office tasks: folding brochures, stuffing envelopes, 
creating packets, and filing. Each task will last 5 minutes, when the 5 minutes are up, I will knock on 
the window to let you know that you may stop. Do you have any questions before we begin? 
 
 
⃝ Begin 1st  task: Collating Packets 
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o Bring the materials and colored clipboard for the corresponding task marked above 
o Start timer for 5 minutes as soon as the door shuts  
 
⃝ During the session, please do not engage in other activities. Instead, please observe the participant and 
record “interesting” activities/observations in the space below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
⃝ After five minutes knock on the window and then enter the testing room (make sure you are holding the 
corresponding clipboard), collect the materials, and give the participant feedback on his or her 
performance.  
 
 
 
⃝ Feedback order:  CPP 
 
⃝ Feedback statements provided:  
1.    
2.   
3.  
 
 Record the amount completed by the participant ____________________ 
 
⃝ Begin 2nd task: Stuffing Envelopes 
o Bring the materials and colored clipboard for the corresponding task marked above 
o Start timer for 5 minutes as soon as the door shuts  
 
⃝ During the session, please do not engage in other activities. Instead, please observe the participant and 
record “interesting” activities/observations in the space below. 
 
 
 
 
 
⃝ After five minutes knock on the window and then enter the testing room (make sure you are holding the 
corresponding clipboard), collect the materials, and give the participant feedback on his or her 
performance.  
 
⃝ Feedback order:  CONTROL 
 
 Record the amount completed by the participant ____________________ 
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Choice phase 
 
Choice 1 
 
⃝ Options are presented in the correct order  
 
Packets (CPP) Stuffing Envelopes (---) Filing (PPC) Folding Brochures (PCP) 
 
⃝ Feedback statements given:  
1.   
2.   
3.   
Record the amount completed by the participant _________________ 
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Appendix J 
 
Brief oral interview   
 
 
At the conclusion of the choice phase, ask the following open-ended questions: 
 
1. Ask either one of the following, depending on the data patterns in the choice phase: 
 
a. When you were allowed to choose the activity you could complete, we noticed 
you preferred filing/stuffing envelopes/folding brochures/stapling packets. 
Why did you prefer that activity? 
 
 
 
b. When you were allowed to choose the activity you could complete, we noticed 
you selected all of the activities and did not pick just one. Which activity did you 
prefer? Why did you prefer that activity? 
 
 
 
2. Did you notice that the order of the feedback we gave you was different depending on the 
activity?  
a. If yes, what did you notice about it? 
 
b. For yes or no, describe the feedback for each activity. 
 
3. Which feedback order do you most prefer? 
 
  
4. Why do you prefer that order? 
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